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P.U.C. ALLOWS DISCONTINUANCE OF LOOKING AHEAD TO THE CITY
STAPLES BUS SERVICE IN CITY;
BUDGET AND DEPARTMENT NEEDS
TAKES FARE INCREASE UNDER STUDY
Staples Bus Line was granted
permission Wednesday by the
Maine Public Utilities Commission at a public hearing in Rockland to discontine its city bus
run. Russell Staples, owner and
manager of the line, said the last
bus would run Saturday evening.

sioner Pike reported,
staples reported that gas and
oil costs during the past year ran
ciOsc to $13,000 but he felt It could
be cut to $10,000 in the coming
year with thc city bus line discontinued.
thc other hand Wood egU.

Staples told Commissioner Sumner Pike that he was losing $300
a month on the run and felt discontinuance was the best answer,
The Commission postponed for
a month its decision of Staples'
application for a rate increase on
four of the five zones within the
line, running from Thomaston to
Camden.
Pike explained that the members of the commission would
need further data on the passenger totals of each zone before
such an increase could be granted. He asked Staples to provide
this data in four weeks.
At the public hearing held at the
Knox County Court House at 10.30
a. m.. Herbert Wood, owner of
the Wood’s Bus Line presented to
the commission detailed cost estimates of what he felt he could
run the line now operated by
Staples for the coming year.
Wood, through his attorney
Frank Coffin of Lewiston, stressed
that he was not making formal
application for thc bus franchise
now owned by Staples.

mated gas and oil costs at just
under $6000. One other large difference in the two estimates pertained to the costs of mechanical
work,
Staples applied to the commission last month for the discontinuance and raise rate. He re
quested a five cent trans-zonal increase for four of the five zones

>7.60 per year
>3.76 six montha
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PUBLIC TO GET FULL EXPLANATION OF FOUR

Gregory Resigns,
Gregory Appointed

SCHOOL HOUSING PLANS FROM COUNCIL AND

To Jury Board

SCHOOL BOARD; TUITION PUPILS MAY BE OUT
Rockland is faced with a prob
New Heating Plant
lem of school housing which may
During the meeting, is was
be taken to the people of the city brought out that the heating sysIn the form of four proposed tem in Rockland High School is
plans at a public meeting in the operating on borrowed time and

possibilities of financing additions to either North or South
Schools, or thc vocational build-

On Wednesday, Miss Pearl Borgerson, Knox County Clerk of
Courts, announced the resigna
tion of Alvra W. Gregory of Rock
land from the Board of Jury
Commissioners of the county. Mr.
Gregory had served one four year
term and was reappointed for a
second term in July.
To succeed Mr. Gregory, Chief
Justice Raymond Fellows of the
Maine Supreme Court has appointed Mr. Gregory’s son. Robert
Gregory, of Rockland to com.
piete his father's unexpired term.
The appointment is effective im
mediately.
Robert Gregory will serve as the
Republican member of the Board
while Mrs. Evelyn Tewksbury,
Camden town clerk, will continuo
in her position as the Democratic
member.

in^' or a new h‘sh sch001'
not
Community Building in the near must soon be replaced. It was possible through the Rockland
suggested that estimates be ob- School District without an act of
future.
At a joint meeting of the School tained for a system which would legislature. Through an act of
Board and the City Council Mon- provide heat for the high school. legislature last winter, the School
day evening, it was d t ided that McLain School and the proposed District may not reissue the bonds
once accurate estimates on school vocational building from one cen- "hich it has paid off. The DisThis project is not trict 1135 Paid off to date $125,000
housing needs and costs for pro- j tral point,
better than $600,000 xndebtviding them are reached, they included in the costs given for any of
j of the four plans presented above, odness incurred in building South
will be laid before the public.
School and North School.
At the session, at which investi
Inter.-sting Highlights
More meetings of the two muZOncs are from Walker’s
gating committee reports were
the meeting progressed, ' nicipal boards are planned as
corner west of Thomaston to
heard. four possible solutions
interesting points were studjes of costs of the three proThomaston, from Thomaston cenwere outlined. Costs will range
made by members of the two posed plans progress.
ter to Rockland; from Rockland
i
from $75,000 to $205,000. Interme
boards in their efforts to solve
to olen Cove. Glen Cove to Rock.
diate plans offered solutions at
the school housing problem.
port> and Rockport to Camden,
$175,000 and $105,000.
Superintendent Bruce Kinney HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK COMPANY
The Capiden bus actually goes
In order to present a fair pic
observed that the city will this
above Camden to Millville but no I
ture to the taxpayers, it was
year receive $15,000 from the SOLD BY LOWS TO RITTENBURGS
request for a rate increase was ’
i agreed between the two boards
Chief Bernard Thompson
,
.
towns of Owls Head and South
made for this run or for the run
By Sid Cullen
wagon. This will bring the radio
, Thomaston in tuit on payments
from Walker’s Corner to Thomaspresented that all will be based
budget to $700.
.. ..
....
tor students from those communiChief of Police Bernard Thompfon
on amortization within a five year
It is anticipated that the patrol
ties attending Rockland High
The Commission advised Staples !iOn has tak<?n a lonff look at the w
period.
agon will have to be replaced
School. He also observed that the
to discontinue the Walker’s Cor-' neMls of his dpPartment as
May Not Take Tuition l'upils
number of students from the two
within the budget year at an esti
ner run after Staples told them he Balaries- equipment and services
Two of the plans do not provide 1 towns may be expected to inmated cost of $800. This is an exaveraged onlv four f»r« a
to the public and will present a
g
> lour lares a day
.....
_
pense not on last year s budget, for the city continuing to extend crcase in the coming years,
budget in May approximately 1
while he made nine runs,
Kinney also observed that all
.
..
i
_
The budget now in use carried thc privileges of Rockland High
Three nennle attending u. t... i SLOCO greater than last year,
l nree people attending the hearb
I items of $35,136 for salaries for School to students of other com- pians presented are based on noring registered complaints of the
The budget presented and ap- the three officers of tile depart- mun't‘c3 on a tuition basis for ma| growth of the city without
existlng bus line service, includ- i proved last year totaled $42,886. I ment and seven patrolmen, plus morp than three more years, or | consideration being given at this
Thc estimate
submitted by ing busses not meeting their j The new budget will be approxi- | onp
matrQn Qn g part Umfl possibly four.
time
a possible influx of chilWood and that of Staples differed schedule and the lack of heat in mately $46,878.
Something over basis.
i The plans outlined, and yet to dren jf new industry comes.
|
largely in total costs, Commis- the busses.
one quarter mill on the tax rate is
be fully completed and accurateI
cruiser and
.uZ.—a
I
Higher School Budget
—■
—------------------------------- ---------- -- ---------------------------------------- ------ \ represented in the increase. One 1 Two cars.
Council Henry Marsh, a former
mill in th< tax rate represents the other a 'patrol wagon, $2,000;
$200 and office and jail ex- !
,liu1
i School Board member, predicted
VINALHAVEN INFORMATION CENTER ( -on ■............................ ........ . ......... . | radio.
pennes, $1,250. Uniforms take I Tlle BPundin8 01 $20,000 for the that within five years the School
&
TO HOLD OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY
; The major item in question ls , 300 parking meters $1,300 and renovatlon of Purchase Street 1 budget may add as much as 10
.....
.
. .
salaries. Thompson describes the ,
cQntrol ,, 7W)
School to accommodate grade mills to thc tax rate Hc bascd
those who arc interested are .for information have already been pay situation of his staff as being
. .
...
.
. students in six classrooms
s ,,
| his contention on a growing de,
...
I
Traffic
control
would
be
reduced
invited to inspect the new Vinal- I received.
j below the average for the state
The remodeling of the basement • niand for higher teacher salaries,
by
$1,100
if
a
traffic
light
now
haven Information and Handcraft , During the month of February in iike communities.
authorized for the junction of areas in Rockland High School j added teachers and the prospects
Center which is to lie opened i the center will be open only in thc
He recommends that the pres- Broadway and Park street is in now occupied by the kitchen and of an increase of $47000 in the
morning and evening, Saturday, I afternoons, 2.30 to 4 JO.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen F. Rittenburg
right, new owners of Hoston■ ent system of salary increases stalled in the current fiscal year. some shop classrooms to accom- > school budget to be presented in Tuttle Book Company, pose with the previous owner, Senator Seth Low.
Feb. 4. Coffee will be served.
Nows of the Center will soon be
from the day the man joins the Funds are now available for the modate regular classrooms. This May.
Those who have not already mailed to the summer people,
The Huston-Tuttle Book Com
entails moving the kitchens which;
j
......
Sale of the Huston-Tuttle Book
listed any house, room or service Please send in names of anyone *°rCC tO th® daJ
s*rvJd installation, but if not completed
®
,
Cannot Do All Asked
serve the school system s hot
.
~
Company, one of Rockland’s land pany. one of the largest firms of
four
years
be
changed.
He
states
this
year
would
have
to
be
car

,
,
.
,
Alan
Grossman
of
the
School
they have to offer are urged to do who might use this service in se
its kind in thc state, was founded
lunch program to the McLain ,
that thc increases are so slow and ried over in the new budget.
. .
• Board in discussing the several mark businesses, was announced
so as soon as possible. Inquiries curing house or help.
in 1888 by A. J. Huston who, be
estimated
cost.
School.
The
so little as to fail in attracting
i plans and requests made by par- Wednesday.
Thompson observed that while $10,000.
fore he opened the A. J. Huston
likely candidates for positions on
cnU and others for school space
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Low*, owners Book Company on the site now
his department needed at least
drowning at San Diego, Calif..
The erection of a vocational
Rockland Navy
the force.
one additional patrolman, he did shop building in the rear of the i and facilities commented that of the 67 year old book, station occupied by Senter-Cranc’s, sold
Tuesday, according to a dispatch
received from the Navy by his j Currently, a man joining th de not intend to enter his request high school which would measure should all that is asked to be ery and office equipment firm for newspapers on the streets of the
Man Drowns At
mother. Mrs. Florence McClure partment is paid $44 weekly. At this year.
The addition of one 144 by 50 feet. The estimated cost done the costs W’ould break the the past 12 years, said a midwes- city. Huston sold out to Charles
taxpayers of the city. He stated
of 82 Cedar street.
Lhe end of six months he receives man, based on the propased sal for a metal building is $45,000.
San Diego Base
tern couple, Mr. and Mrs. Glen F. E. Tuttle in 1910 and moved to
that the School Board was work
No details of the accident were $4L He ^stepped up to $50 at the ary scale would amount to $2,600.
Total cost of the plan estimat
Rittenburg, would take over the Portiand.
ing in perfect agreement in the
given in the telegram notifying , en(^
^is Llrst year and to $52
While the department is doing ed at $75,000.
business immediately. Mr. and
After Tuttle’s death in 1913, the
pians
being
discussed.
in two years. The third year’s an adequate job with the present
the family of his death.
There are no provisions for tui
Mrs. Rittenburg are from Cleve- book store was operated by his
To Explore Plans Fully
McClure rc-enlistcd in the Navy I cnd brlng an lncreMe of tw0 n,ore force, there are many times when tion students as the high school
land. Ohio, and have spent their family, first in space on the east
Councilmen Carl Stilphen, Dr. summers In Bristol, for more than side of Main street, now occupied
last November and had previously dol,ars’ the f°urth yf'ar one d°>- the officers and patrolmen are population in the city grows to an
1 Iar and top pay of $55. State mini- tax(,d the limit, often working 16 estimated 635 in 1960-61.
Edwin Scarlott, D. Robert Me-1 25 years. They have been look- by M. E. Wotton and Son and
served eight years.
mum average in cities of Rock hours at a stretch in emergencies.
Carty, Osgood Gilbert and Henry inff for a business in this area, then from 1934 until 1944, in space
Plan Two
He was born in Rockland Aug.
land’s size is reported to be $69.
The employing of special effijust south of its present location
Add two new classrooms to the Marsh presented a united front tbey gajd, for almost a year
31. 1923. the son of Herbert and
The chief proposes an across the cers on a part time basis for South School and four classroom.'- 'n demanding that the plans be
Negotiations have been under at 408 Main street. Less than a
Florence Rankin McClure.
board increase of $3 per man per school crossing duty eases the to the North School at an estimat- ful,y exP!ored as Lo costs and re- way since October, Mr. Low said, month after they bought the store
Survivors include his mother;
week and a change in the schedule duties of the regulars, as does the ed cost of $120,000.
suits to be obtained and present- Transferred under terms of thc in 1944. the Lows moved it into
four sisters. Mrs. Etta Hall of Au
of salary increases. He will work of special officers who an
Erect thc vocational building <d
th<! P'^'Lc in an open meet- gajc were the complete stock of its present quarters.
gusta ; Mrs. lxiuisc Jackson ot
recommend that patrolmen start swer lire alarms and police the at the rear of Ihe high school as ing. They found the S-hool Board the store, furniture and fixtures
North Leeds, Mrs. Gladys Blom
ing on the force be paid $50 per fire zone.
outlined in Plan 1 at a cost of members. Mrs. Helv'i Hamalalnen, and the lease for the story and a
of Spruce Head and Mrs. Rebecca
Alan Grossman, Charles McIn half store space. The printing
I $45,000.
week. At the end of his first year,
White of Vinalhaven, and one
tosh, Max Ames and Harold business operated by Mr. Low in
i the pay will increase to $53 and to
Carry
out
tile
high
school
classbrother, Harry McClure of Cum
! the basement of the store will be
. $56 at the end of two years. After Midge Grispi Is
J room changes as outlined in Plan Whitehill in accord.
berland Mills.
J three years service he would re
City
Not
Ready
Financially
j retained by the present owner.
1
at
cost
of
$10,000.
Also, three children: a son, 1 ceive $57 and after four years a Rockland High's
City Manager Lloyd Allen ob- Sale price for the store was un
Total cost estimated at $175,000.
Charles Herbert McClure, and
salary of $58.
D.A.R. Good Citizen No provisions for tuition stu served that the city w*as in a poor j disclosed.
daughters, Gloria and Heather
For officers in the department,
dents.
situation at present to enter into
^r- Rittenburg said the present
McClure, all of Ingraham Hill,
an extensive building program, : personnel will be retained and
he will recommend a greater
Plan Three
Owls Head, and several nieces
that no changes in the business
spread of salary between them
Remodel Purchase School at a such as a new high school.
BMle Hartland J. McClure
and nephews.
He described tive city’s com- are contemplated at present. He
and the pay of patrolmen. The
$20,000 cost as outlined at Plan
Boatswains mate, first class
Funeral services, which will be chief nw receives $74.63 weekly
bined bonded debt which will re- has been associated wtih the HerOne.
Bertrand J. McClure, 32. of Rock directed by the Russell Funeral with the captain receiving $60 and
Construct a vocational building quire payments of $66,000 per ring-IHaH-Marvin Safe Company,
land was the victim of accidental Home, await the arrival of thc the sergeant $58.
midwestern
manufacturer!
at the high school site and in- year through 1958. He said there a
and
body from thc San Diego Naval
vaults
and
office!
The new’ pay scale of officers to
crease its size frompians one and "ere Lhen be a drop to $56,000 in of safes,
Base. Rev. George H. Wood will
two to accommodate
all shop 1958-59. followed by three years equipment, for the past fifteen |
be presented in May w’ill be $80
conduct services.
classes. The cost, an estimated requiring payments
of $46,000 i YearsMrs> Rittenburg, whose
! lor the chief. $67 for captain an J
$60,000.
■ each, and $35,000 thc next year, forebears settled in nearby Thom
i $63 for sergeant.
For social Items in The Courier
Convert all space now used in ""’Lb still lower payments in suc- aston after the Revolutionary
Also, he will ask for a fund of
Gazette Phone 770. City
the high school for shop classes ceeding years.
1 War, owned and operated a book
$500 with which to pay officers
FREE ESTIMATES
to regular classrooms at a cost of Allen could not see the city and stationery business in ClcveFRIDAY - SATURDAY
for time spent in Municipal Court
$35 000.
This would include re- able
accept costs of a new high ,and for •ev«r®l years during and |
THE SEA Hus Its Influence
I in their off duty hours. Pay will
RUMMAGE SALE
CALL 1135
moval of the kitchens to the Me- -school or either of the major afLcr the last war.
On Kveryone Who Lives In or
' be on an hourly basis with a miniNear ROCKLAND - - Lain School.
plans outlined within the next five
Mr- Low Save as his reason for
SATURDAY
' mum of one hour paid for an apFred Cavanaugh
selling the Huston-Tuttle Book
You Should See This
The cost is estimated ait years9.00 - 12.00
, pea ranee.
The same will apply
Company
the
increasing
demands
$105 000.
True Adventure Film!
| whether the officer is concerned
Cannot Reissue School Bonds
Manager
Salvation Army
on his time by the printing busi
Under this plan, tuition students
, with one case or several. The city
It was also brought out that the
ness
which
he
started
in
1952,
in
could be accepted for some years
i now’ receives all witness and arconnection with the book store.
to come.
iron men L
I rest fees paid by the court.
“I will continue to operate the
% ' The overtime fund for officers
Plan Four
CALL COLLECT
Miss Mary Grispi
printing business under the name
in a wooden/
Add two classrooms to South
' will be upped from the present
SATURDAY
of the Seth Low Press.” Mr. Low
FOR
Miss Mary Griapi, 18, has been School and four to North School at
32 PARK ST.
TEL. USS
! $550 to $730.
said.
He will occupy space in the
selected
as
the
DAR
Good
Citizen
ship...on the I.
144-Th-tf
MATINEE
a cost of $120,000. as in Plan 2. J
In all, salary increases, over
basement of the building.
Award candidate at Rockland
Construct the vocational build
time
increases
and
pay
for
court
2 P. M.
prowl for the I
High School, according to an an ing at a cost of $60,000, as in
appearances would represent an
nouncement made Wednesday by Plan three.
CAMDEN 478
increase in that portion of the
f biggest catch S
SPECIAL
Principal A. Hamilton Boothby.
Remodel the high school base
budget from $35,136 to $37,828, or
She is the daughter of Mr. and ment area where shops and kit
BUILDING MATERIALS
\ of all... in the (
$2,692.
KIDDIE SHOW
Mrs. Mario Grispi of 125 Park chens are now located for class
REPAIR WORK
Added to the equipment budget
street and is better known to her room use as in Plan three at a
i will be $500 for a mobile radio
\ savage sea!/
classmates as Midge.
"Fort Yuma"
cost of $25,000.
ONE STOP
i unit for the department’s patrol
Midge is a senior in the school
The estimated cost is $205,000.
and one of the five candidates
In Technicolor
This plan will care for tuition
for Kween of Kippy Karnival this students from thc towns of Owls
Available February 10
- PLUS THE SPA
week. She has been constantly in ( Head and South Thomaston,
Who
Guarantees
Material
student activities during her four
and Labor
Giant 40 Minute
RESTAURANT
ONE OF FINEST LOCATIONS IN CITY.
years in the school. Included has Future Homemakers of America
been membership on the softball and of the Thespian Society.
FREE
ESTIMATES
AND
Kartoon Show
Owner Has Excellent Reason For Selling.
Under New Management
and basketball squads for four
PLAN SERVICE
GOOD OLD FAJSHIONEI)
seasons and activity in dramatics
CAN BE BOUGHT FOR $8500.
OPEN
and public speaking.
HOME COOKING
HARRY CHASE
SATl
HDAY
EVENING
,
She was vice president of her
Home made pa*trlet» every day.
SHOE REPAIR SHOP
class in the freshmen year and
Open 6 A. M. to 6 P. M. except
Will
Close February 4
president the sophomore and JunWednesdays and Fridays open
Until
Further Notice
21 LIMEROCK STREET
TELEPHONE 1538
ion years. Offices now held by her
6 A. M. to 7.30 P. M.
14 It
tPATHECOLOR/
include th.- presidency <»f the

Licensed

PLUMBING
HEATING

12

Compton's

Sudden Service

Excellent Business
OPPORTUNITY

NAKED
"fcSEA

Supplier-Servicer

COUSENS REALTY

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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"BATTLE FOR THE CELLAR" IS
ON IN ISLAND BOWLING LEAGUE
The week of January 23-28 saw,
the end of the "first half” of the
Vinalhaven Bowling Club’s sched
ule with the teams finishing in the
following order.
GW GE 1AV PL
9
16
3
41
Worms
25
35
8
4
Pirate),
35
8
4
25
Ducks
39
3
»
21
Ganders
The "battle for the cellar” was
won and lost on Wednesday night
when the Ganders lost out to the
Ducks by 30 pins although they
took two of the three strings It
was a big slump in the second
■tring by the Ganders that gave
the Ducks the victory, for the
Ganders won tin first by 22 lost
the second by 58 and then svon the
third by one pin. The Goose was
pretty humble over the outcome
but has high hopes of showing the
boys something better in the next
half

Ganders: Simons, 239;
Drew,
243;
Sutliffe. 254;
Sanborn for
Peacock. 273; Goose. 279. Total.
1284.

Ducks: Oakes, 274; MacDonald,
232;
Nelson. 278;
Smith, 256;
Poole, 281. Total, 1321.
♦

»

•

Monday night a badly battered

band

of

Pirates made

a

poor

showing against the wiley Worms,
with “Ivan the Terrible”

Olson

having one of his most terrible ,
| nights, his score of 233 being only 1
three more than the score of Capt.
Grimes who always foots the list. ,
All scores in these two games
were low', the boys having a hard
f time to knock those capped pins
| over. The darn things seem to be
‘ designated to frustrate all and
1 sundry bowlers.
Worm: Grimes. 230; Bickford,
!286; Nelson for Peterson, 26a; Rae,

ENDS THURSDAY
THE CROOKED WEB" and "THE PETTY GIRL

equipped for HI-FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MATINEES START AT 1.30

Double Feature
EVENING 6.30-8.30

254; Wymie, 273. Total, 1311.
Pirates: Mitchell. 256; Olson.
233; Johnson. 245; Sanborn 262,
Shields. 271 Total, 1267
• » •
The “Game of the Week” was
the return match between Frank
Hamilton’s Palefaces and the
Goose’s All Stars, which was the
result of the All Stars taking the
Palefaces last week and of course
the Palefaces demanded revenge.
They took it all right but only by
a scant seven pins, in one of the
hottest and best contested
matches seen at the Cascade
Alleys in many a moon.
The
scores were better in this match
as they naturally should be. with
Wymie Guilford taking the top
spot with his 30$ total, closely,
followed by Herbie Conway’s 307.
Herbie rolled a 77 for his first
string but then followed up w'ith
two strings of 115 each to capture
high single string honors. Shields ,
was the boy who dragged his feet
for the All Stars, his 263 being
the lowest on the sheet and a few
more pins on his second string
of 79 would have spelled the dif
ference between victory and de
feat.
With a game apiece of
course the rubber match will have
to be played and it is scheduled
some time in the near future. With
all the other activities that the
bowlers have to attend they are
sometimes pressed to find a night
to give to bowding, but the fans
may rest assured that this ia one
match that will surely come off
just as soon as the date can be
set.
Palefaces: S. Davis, 279; D
Oakes. 287; J. Littlefield. 269; H.
Conway. 307;
F. Hamilton. 302.
Total. 1444.
All Stars: Shields, 263; Wymie.
308; Rae, 279; Poole. 285; Goose,
302. Total. 1437

President Calls
For Support Of
Heart Fund
ALLIED ARTISTS
PICTURE

AMAN0A BLAKE - BERNARD GORCEY

ALSO; OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO ALL ROCKLAND FOLK
INTERESTED IN THE SEA

12

iron men in
wooden ship

,against the

Knox6»

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

1.30-6.15-7.30

IT HAPPENED ON

NAKED STREET

President Dwight D. Eisenhower
Wednesday called upon the people •
to support the objectives of the
American Heart Association and
its affiliates of which the Maine
Heart Asociation is one and to
observe February as Heart Month.
The president’s message was pre
sented by his own personal physi
cian Dr. Paul Dudley White, emi
nent Boston heart specialist, at a
national kickoff dinner in Chicago.
President Eisenhower said: “In
observance of American Heart
Month, I extetnd cordial greetings
to physicians, medical scientists
and laymen throughout the coun
try who have joined hands in a
determined effort to achieve ulti
mate victory over the diseases of
the heart.
“Because these diseases consti
tute a foremost national health
problem, and because they pose
a constant threat to the welfare
of almost every American family, ,
the importance of this effort can
scarcely be overstated. It is an
endeavor which commands the
understanding, the sympathy and
the admiration of every citizen.
‘Especially gratifying to me is
the fact that hope, rather than
fear, is the keynote of the pro
gram. Optimism is fully justified
by the recent achievements of
heart research, which foreshadow

Price
Reduction
(NOT A SALE)

FUEL FOR
BERNZOMATIC
TORCH
Now Only $1.69
Was $1.95
COM PI.ETE

TORCH KIT

$6.95

Very Handy for Soldering,
Plumbing, Thawing Pipes, Etc.

STUDLEY

HARDWARE
THOMASTON

14-15

Camden

Theatre

LAST-TIME TONITE AT 7.15

Audie Murphy As Himself
In His Own Tru-Life Story of
America’s Most Decorated
Hero . . .

"To Hell & Back"
( ineniaScope and Technicolor

Friday and Saturday—2 Hits
Rory Calhoun - Shelley Winters
In a SuperScope Hit . . . The

"TREASURE OF
RANCHO VILLA"
Pins Action-Marked Co-Hit
"ILLEGAL"

Starring Edw. G. Robinson

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Three Times a Week
Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882 The Fi-rr PrMl WM established in 1866,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17. 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547.

at Wellesley College, is spending
, her vacation at the home of her
I parents. Mr, and Mrs. Gilbert
! Harmon.
The Camden Junior Women’s
Club will meet tonight at 8 o’clock
at the home of Mrs. Charlene

Strang. The speakers of the eve
ning will be the Crestwood Deco
rators of Rockland, and their sub
ject will be “Interior Decorating”.
The hostesses will be:Mrs. Wilma
Lowe.
Miss Dorothy McDonald.
Mrs. Helen McAuliffe and Mrs.
------ ---- — - - --

- -

-

Phyllis Browm.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
hold a reception Saturday evening
at the IOOF Hall in honor of the
District Deputy President of Dis
trict 16, Mrs. Marion Gray and
her marshal, Mrs. Mary Alley.

- —

-

-------------------------- —

Smart homemakers rely on A&P for nourishing foods... and healthy

EDITORIAL

A VITAL COG IN COMMUNITY LIFE
The ending of the recent long drawn out newspaper
strike has been reached at last in Detroit, Michigan, and it
seems like a city reborn, a city that has regained its co
hesion as a community.
The great strike served to emphasize how essential
newspapers are to any community, large or small, in the
complex American way of life. Newspapers are the main
stay of the exchange of information necessary to modern
living They are a vital part of every mau’s life from the
executive level to the factory worker.

144 GROCERY REDUCTIONS IN THE PAST 5 WEEKS!

357 REDUCTIONS 25 SS??,

WE ASK THE IMPOSSIBLE
It seems to us that we ask the impossible w'hen we
expect the Post Office Department to pay its own way.
How can it be self-supporting when we demand free city
mail and rural mail service, give incalculable amounts of
free legislative mandate service, build excessively costly
post office buildings and perform many other services at
fees far below cost.
How can the Post Office Department expect to pull its
own weight when loaded by such costly items not charge
able to postal service? No amount of corner cutting and
clipping of vital normal postal services can overcome such
handicaps.
It seems to us that the Congress should recognize the
Post Office Department as one of the departments of the
Government and make sufficient appropriations to keep it
in the black under the enormous expenses loaded upon it
by the government itself.

Here ore just a feir ot many outstanding buy*!
LUNCHEON MEAT

ONE PIE

GRAPEFRUIT

CRACKERS

CALIFORNIA

even more dramatic advances in paign. This ceremony symbolizes
the days ahead.
the torch of hope and assurance j
“As rnedicail scientists press which is the national campaign
forw’ard in the search for vita! slogan for those patients who have !
knowledge, and as physician.- , heart and blood vessel diseases.
more to apply this knowledge for
the benefit of all humanity, with
them go the prayers and hopes ot
all Americans.
May God speed CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
their mission.”
Correspondent
Dr. White in his introductory re
Telephone 2197
marks to the president’s state
ment said: “President Eisenhow
The Fellowship Supper and reg
er’s recent illness has focused the
ular monthly business meeting ot
attention of the American people,
the Chestnut Street Baptist Church ,
as never before, on the serious
will he held this evening. Supper
ness of the problem of heart dis
will be served at 6.15.
ease.
The Ladies of the
GAR will
“It is a national problem —
your problem and mine. And the meet Friday night at the Me
solution can only come through gunticook Grange Hall with a pic
expanded reseach. education, ar.d nic supper at 6 o'clock.

the application of the knowledge
we already have through pro
grams in the community.
“The message which I am
about to read will. Iam sure, in
spire all citizens to join with medi
cal science to save millions of
hearts and lives.”
Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower, the
first lady of the land, assisted by
( General Mark W. Clark, lighted a
torch at the National Capital, em
blematic of the start of the na
tion’s greatest Heart Fund C«Jin-

A public party will be held Sat- t
urday night at the Grange Hall.
The Camden Community Hospi
tal Club will meet at the Green j
Gables Inn this afternoon at 12.39.
Mrs. Emaline Sykes will be the
hostess.
The Junior Choir of the Con
gregational Church will meet to
night at 6.30 for rehearsal and at
7.15 the Senior Choir will meet. An !

adult bible study class will be
held at 8 p m.
Miss Nancy Harmon, a student

1 LB t OZ
MS

MIX

14 02 RKG

12 02

Armour's Chopped Ham

PRESS'D

LARGE rtpC

Baked Beans
Heinz Ketchup

CAN

'J

id 02 BOTTLES

29c

heap

WESTERN

2CEuo25r

Carrots

Oranges

DOZ

49c

MclNTOSH-U S NO 1

12 07 CAN

47'

Wilson's Chopped Beef

12 OZ CAN

33'

5 OZ CAN

47'

>0 oz CANS

43'

69

Mixed Nuts

Codfish Cakes

2

Habitant Vegetable Soup

1 LB ’2

1 It CANS

53'
27*

» 1 LB 1 0Z CANS

41'

H“vts

Libby's Sweet Peas

2

Del Monte Peas
Jane Parker 13 Egg Recipe

0Z CAN 23'

1 LI 1 0Z CAN

2

«•&*«» w.&&«T

Del Monte Pears

EXCEL-SALTED

25'

47c

Armour's Roast Beef

Corned Beef Hash

pkg 39

4

Apples

47'

33c

Underwood's Clams

CALIF NAVEL SIZE 176

39‘

29

07 CANS

Underwood's Deviled Ham 2 SNOWY WHITE

CAM

1 LB 12 0Z

HEADS

CAN

21'

1 LB 1 0Z CANS

33'

1 LB 1 0Z

2 1

Larsen Veg-All

ANGEL FOOD
RING or BAR

AftC

JUMBO SIZE EA

4“

FAITH IN TEEN-AGERS
An unique loan plan has sprung up in various banks
throughout the nation and the plan has met with such
overwhelming success it may soon take on nationwide pro
portions. The plan is unique in that it sets up a loan fund
for school children only and is completely administered
by teen-agers, except for some adult technical counseling.
Set up similar to regular lending agencies, the plan
provides for a board of teen-agers who pass on merits of
loan applicants. One such bank which operates one of
these funds is the First Commercial Bank of Chicago. This
bank has founded a “Teen-age Loan Fund” completely
supervised by two 17-year-old boys and a 16-year-old girl
who perform the duties of chairrnan-of-the-board, trea
surer and secretary. When a fellow teen-ager applies for
a loan, these “executives” meet and consider his qualifi
cations and decide whether the purpose of the loan is a
worthy one.
Bank President Harold H Stout demonstrated the bank’s
confidence in the plan when he said. “We’re convinced
that the majority of today's teen-agers are responsible,
level-headed youngsters, and we’re backing up this faith
in youngsters with cash loans.” And has the plan worked
in the few' months of its existence? Mr. Stout proudly
answered, “To date, every teen-ager who has received a
loan has met his obligations on time, or even ahead of
schedule.
Adults may well be envious of this fund, for borrowers
pay only three per cent interest and need no signers or
collateral. Of course, the maximum one may borrow to
$50., but to a teen-ager this amount can solve many prob
lems.
While this plan may never spread into high finance
circles, prospective customers number well into the
millions. As more and more banks become aware of the
progress of the teen-age loan clubs, the w'holesome idea
of demonstrating confidence in the younger generation in
a practical way is bound to spread. The truth is, teen
agers will probably prove to be more dependable debtors
than their parents.

CAKE

Nabisco Fig Newton Cakes

LETTUCE

33

1 IB BOX

Dromedary Angel Food

Cauliflower

0J

RITZ, CRAX or HI-HO

5bao35c

2

ar

1) 1 LB 2 O.AQ
L CANS 07

SLICED APPLES

FLORIDA

IS SILENCE REALLY GOLDEN?
Many years ago it was our privilege to sit at the feet
of a revered Rockland pedagogue, one of the finest teachers
ever. She had many intriguing habits and one was the
continuous citing of so-called "sayings.” We distinctly
remember one, "Silence Is Golden.” We eannot help but
wonder about the correctness of this when we pick up news
papers, magazines and books of recent issue.
There has been a rash of articles by leading statesmen,
military experts, actors, telling all. We question the pro
priety of some of these stories. Many have the appearance
of Monday morning quarterhacking; others appear to he
telling only a part of the truth since for obvious reasons
the whole truth would not be presentable. This gives a
wrong picture and to say the least, in many cases is mis
leading.
In one respect they all appear to be alike. They were
well paid for, and even if some of the writers donated their
fees to charity we still think it is bad taste for some of the
public figures to wash their dirty linen in public, just
because not everyone agreed with them.
But right or wrong, they will find avid readers who
will pay good money for their tales. Who said that silence
is golden? That is just another one ol these sayings of
long, long ago.

12 OZ
CAN

SPAM, PREM, TREET

OPEN UNTIL
9 P.M. EVERY
FRIDAY

1ANE PARKER-WHITE SLICED

Bread

15
REG PRICE 49c

JANE PARKER

EACh 39c

Apple Pie

MUD AND MELLOW COFFEE

Eight O'ClockeAG 75c
AGEN FROZEN

Pane

green

0 1002

*

35c

pkgs*

Snider Farms Northwestern Frozen

Strawb'ries4'X99
ALWAYS STRICTLY ERESH

OUR OWN—I CENT SALE

Tea Bags

_»
DOZQ3C

SUNNYBROOK
GRADE "A"

LARGE EGGS

™ 46'

ANN PAGE

LONG AGED

1 IB 4 OZ OQC
CANS wO

Soup,

2

MAZDA 25-40-60-75 WAIT

SHARP CHEDDAR CHEESE

G.E. Bulbs

Cked-O-Bit

,,19

A&P-IT’S All PURE COFFEE

Instant C0FfK

llllfiA P,NE- 1 QT 14 07 OO<=
JUIVC APPLE
CAN

Borden's or Kratt s

AiP OUR FINEST QUALITY

Silverbrook Butter

23c

Applesauce 2 ^29

Super-Kif)ht — One Price

A&P SLICEC or WAIVES ELBERTA

rorr«39‘
»sst ch(avb»5e

,l';°225c

— ft*

nKUA
a * jIj

ROUND, FACS RUMP

BACON

Genuine Capons

PNO SLICES A

0 j- 'ffs

SHANK PORTION

69c

LB

t043c

2

Center Slices of Ham X"'

B 55c

u>99c
Fancy Brisket EXCESS FAT Rf MOV1D b65c
Loin Lamb Chops soX",Eo b 99c

89

2 r 25

■

’SuPer Mar^ets<

Fancy Smelts
guaranteen ihtu Sat , Fe»

Prices shown in ihi‘

AiiP'S VEGETABLE SHORTENING

19c

LB

AAFDlilAA 5U7F

MEDIUM SIZE

IB

4 4 effective in this community & vicinity

SNOW'S

LAUNDRY SOAP

MINCED CLAMS

OCTAGON

3l,CAM73r

dexo

READY-TOCOOK

Whole Cooked Hams Xt

. *»*(»<.* » <CXI-.Ml »OO0 UIWtAll

J

5

AU AOC

GOOC*>“

Thick Sliced

Freircround

Cooked Hams

1 LB PKG

Jr jrC
u
3 lbs. $1.00

TOP ROUND, BOTTOM

Hamburg

FANCY SUGARCURED

69c

or SIRLOIN

SLICED

45

advertised!

PORTERHOUSE

STEAKS

“c
53

I IB PKG
SUPER
RIGHT

z
h.pp.u. ^7‘

CUT FROM i-.EAVY WESTERN COkN-EED STEER BEEF

A&P’S All PURPOSE Oil

dexola

’°-’^c27c

«l 0 •" FMCtss ‘ME,IMN

Sliced Swiss Cheese

A&P OUR FINEST QUAtlTY

Peaches

2 18 1O‘r 79'

MOCfSS CHEESE FOOD

Sliced Cheese

2ja°r 45
*ecc

1B 63

FEBRUARY ISSUE NOW ON SAIF

Woman's Day

SNOWS

7'

r or

CAKt

25

INSTANT

31c

Fels Naptha

10'

A COtGATE-PALMOLIVE PRODUCT

AJAX CLEANSER

CLAM CHOWDER
LAUNDRY SOAP

is or can 25'

FELS NAPTHA

SNOWS

STPAINkO

BABY

2 in -a«s 25'

FOODS

FISH CHOWOER

GERBER'S

2km »*s 49'

4«v. or jam 29'

2

c**5 35'

A COLGATE-PALMOLIVE PRODUCT

VEL
LARA* rv« 3]C CIAkT PKS

7JC
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Morning Prayer
THOMASTON FOURTH OF JULY
Sunday At 10.30 At COMMITTEE SEEKS OPINIONS ON
St. John's Church
REINSTATING HOLIDAY PARADE

TALK OF THE TOWN

COUNTY MAY BE ASKED TO SET

Annual Meeting of

UP RURAL HIGHWAY PATROL BY

Vose Library

GOVERNOR'S SAFETY COMMITTEE
Held At Union
Mrs. Austin Huntley has been
called to Westport. Conn., due to | A Morning Prayer Service will
An Open Letter to the Citizens pense. about $350. if enough or
Rumor has it that the sheriffs do HO.
The annual meeting of Union’s
I Social and community events the illness of her son. Albert be held at St. John’s Episcopal of Knox County:
ganizations and merchants in and commissioners of Maine's 16
Sheriff Willard Pease (“ora- Vose Public Library was held
fOP 'h': Caleh',ar/11 »uirtlfy- Mrs- <*>••»“ Huntley. Chu.ch. Th..mart.m. a. ,0.30 Sun
For several yeara prior to 1955 Knox County are willing to enter counties will shortly be asked to
mented that should such a plan Saturday. Jan. 28 at the library.
are free and space here cannot be who accompanied her. has rethe Thomaston Fourth of July floats or other entries to make the establish and maintain day and
day.
Feb.
5.
and
on
the
first
Sun

he approved by the county com-; ... „ . . _
purchased. Strictly commercial
Mrs. Robert Farris, librarian,
night rural highway patrols.
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, turned home.
day of each month thereafter. Committee has sponsored a pa expense worthwhile.
m iss loners he could establish and
,u . ..
... .
...
reported that the total circulation
In the past, crowds of up to 5000
cannot be accepted. The decision ,
-------The proposal will probably be maintain it.
This is designed as a Family rade on The Fourth.
, . .
of the editor is final]
1 Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. House
[
of
books
the
past
year
was
3.908,
Due to apparent lack of interest people have gathered to watch made at the meeting of the Gov
Service and will be in addition to
Costs to the county of employ- 2.908 adult and 1.000 juvenile books,
Feb. 2 Theta Rho Girls Club will of Glen Cove observed the 64th the regular Communion service at by the merchants and organiza thus annua, even,.
ernor’s Committee on Highway
meet at Odd Fellows Hall at 7 anniversary of their marriage 8 o’clock.
tions it became increasingly diffi
Of all organizations, fraternal Safety at Augusta on Saturday. ing two deputies assigned to pa-1 During the past year, 126 adult
p. m
Wednesday. Relatives anil friends
cult to obtain floats and other en orders or merchants who would The committee is composed of trol duty and purchasing and hooks and 22 juvenile books have
This service is intended to
Feb. 2—Emblem Club meets Elks called informally.
Mrs. Edmund
tries in th«* parade, so in 1955 the be interested in placing a float or law enforcement officers, from maintaining a cruiser car have been purchased.
Home at 8 p. m.
_____
serve those unable to attend the
been determined by
the Harding and Miss Elizabeth Hardparade was eliminated from the other entry in a parade this year state, city and county depar,- not
Fet). 7 Rebekahs meet at Odd
The MacDonald Class met last :
Communion nnd also to
sheriff.
. ing each gave a book in memory
Fourth of July schedule.
Follows Hall.
will
contact
the
Thomaston! ments a.s well as public figures
make possible once a month a
State police costs per car and
® Sgt. Edmund Harding, Jr.,
Feb. lo
Golden Rod C*hapter, Thursday evening at the homr of
Since that 1’une many people Fourth of July Committee within and state officials,
president.
Mrs.
Muriel lamily group service not now pos- have voiced their regrets over
OES. meets at Masonic Temple. their
the next two weeks a decision will ‘ The proposal will probably be trooper on the highway is esti- :,nd Mr“' Jobn WiRiams and Mrs.
Feb. 12—Uncoln’s Birthday.
Thurston. for White Cross Work. si,)le. No Sunday School will be this decision and asked that a pa
bv made in accordance with thc made by Brian Jewett of Bath, mated to be in the vicinity of Ar,bur C1,,f ea,h *ave a book ln
Feb. 15—Ash Wednesday.
There were 21 members present, 1 held on this day.
$8000 per year. The county cost men,ory of John Williams. Other
rade be held this year if possible. interest shown.
| chairman of the committee.
Feb. 16
Emblem Club social
could be less, inasmuch as two l’<X)k’' "rer* Kiven by Mrs' Ht,rbert
The committee is willing to re
meeting at Elks Home at S and many compresses were made. • The Morning Prayer will be
Rotiort C. McFarland, chairman' a survey of coverage by state
Bowes and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Rcfreshanents were served at the conducted by St. John's lay reader instate the parade on the sched
p. m.
Thomaston Fourth of July Com- police of the 42.000 miles of high- men would operate with a single Rowe.
Feb. 17—World Day of Prayer. end of the meeting by the hostess Freeman H. Garniss, who has ule and assume the additional ex- mittee.
car.
way in the state reveals that but
Rockland observance at Pratt and assisting hostesses. Mrs. Mae been an active Episcopalian sinei
The Women's Community Club,
One thing which possibly has
18.000 miles are regularly pa
Memorial Methodist Church.
which was instrumental in organ
Kalloch. Mrs. Madge Fifleld. Mrs. boyhood. Prior lo taking residence |
the name of the organization ,o trolled.
Feb. 20-21-22 Sportsmen’s Show, j
The remaining 24,000 prompted the proposal that the izing the Vose Public Library, pre
Thomastop he had beeif for a j Island Ferry Plan
Roekland Community Building. I Marjorie Ripley, and Mrs. Millithe Knox County Industrial and miles are rural highways which counties take part in rural high sented the library with a gift of
. nutrtber of years junior warden I
Feb. 21-22 - Elks’ 50th Anniver cent Rackliffe.
Development Association.
seldom see a state police vehicle way patrolling is the tendency of $25.00.
sary.
-------and lay reader al St. Andrew's Supported By
Membership
in
the
recently
or-j
unless it is there to investigate drinking drivers to gravitate to
Officers elected were: Presi
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Mim Alice M. Harrison. Nation-I Church, Hanover. Mass. He also
North Haven Folk
little used rural highways rather dent, Mrs. Herbert Bowes; vice
ganized association will now be i an accident.
March 30 Good Friday.
al l,RY youth director, is a guest assisted Rev. Howard Kellett.
April 1 Easter Sunday.
open to residents and taxpayers
The proposal is to be that each than risk apprehension on the ma president, Mrs. Ralph Williams;
at the Universalist Manse this Protestant chaplain of MassachuA meeting of the North Haven who will be required lo pay an- county employ two uniformed jor routes.
secretary. Miss Isabel Abbott:
weekend and will confer concern- 1 setts State Prison.
Development Association was held nual dues. The members will each deputy sheriffs and provide one
Miss Ruth Rogers, county chair
treasurer, Mrs. Robert Farris; IIing local youth work with groups
_____________
at the island's American Legion, havp a votp.
cruiser car which will be used
Emptying coal cars quickly and brarian, Mrs. Robert Farris and
man for women’s activities for the
in the church.
..
1 At the Kiwanis Club meeting home Monday evening with reP'^ioualy members were ap- to patrol the rural highways of efficiently requires Paul Bunyan trustee for three years, Wilbur
Polio Fund, announces that the
-------1 Monday evening. Joseph Coakley ports from the civic, industrial. P°inted bV thei'' town's governing
villages of Port Clyde, Tenants
the county. The deputies and methods. One now in use in- Thurston.
This Sunday afternoon from 4 of A. C. McLoon & Co., .spoke on
membership and transportation bo<bfisPlans were made for a silver
Harbor. Wileys Corner and Clark
the cruiser operations will be di volves picking up the car and
to 5 p. m.. a reception will be held i the current highway safety cam
' *n 1 •‘Organizing, the group also rectly under the sheriff of each turning it over.
tea to be held in the spring.
Island donated a total of $219.51 for retiring Supt. and Mrs. Walter pal?n bejng pubnshpd by his committees being heard.
The civic committee reported voted t0 set up a boa,d °r direc- county but will supplement the
to the Mothers March, rather than
Kellison of the Universalist firm in The Courier-Gazette. Also
their recommendation for the es- tors who will be elected by the work of the State Police highway
the figure of $100 less first stated. Church in August.':
and all are , speaking, and explaining oecu- tablishment of float facilities for mp™bership. An adlvsory council
patrols.
CALL 1 3 7 1 - for Heat Packed
welcome ,o attend
j patlons by which they gain their guest moorings at Pulpit Harbor. wi“ als° be 9et up but w111 not
In ftnox County, rural highways
Gerald Williams, formerly sta
_
I livelihood were club members Dr.
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
Discussion
of
the
need
of
two
baVp
a
vote.
cross the area In all directions,
tioned in Rockland at the Coast
Harry Chase. Rockland shoe re- 1
G
Edwin Scarlott and Allen Brown, ferrv type boats lo carry about 15
Al tbe me<“ting a finance corn- some of which are seldom, If
Guard Base, died Jan. 16, at Tope pair shop owner is a patient in
MARITIME OIL CO.
SdlAR MIST
an
osteopathic physician
and cars plus passengers and freight
"'as appointed headed by ever, patrolled by state troopers,
ka. Kansas, from injuries sustain Knox Hospital.
hasting ail
14-U
'
clothier respectively. This prac for both North Haven and Vinal Nathan Berliawsky of Rockland
due to lack of men and hours to
ed in an automobile accident.
tice of two clubmen speaking on haven was heard by members of
Several members of the Rock
their occupations will be followed the transportation committee. The
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge of land Kiwanis Club were guests of
once each month.
possibility of establishing a new
Camden will hold a reception for the Warren Lion^ Club for din
port district under the Maine
District Deputy President Mrs ner at White Oak Grange in North
Meredith's Furniture Store and State Highway Department was
Marion Gray of District 16 on Sat Warren Wednesday evening. The
the Strand Theatre are being also discussed.
urday at 7.30 p. m. at the Odd dinner pays off for a basketball
outfitted with complete sprinkler
The membership committee re
a
Fellows Hall. Members of Miriam game last winter in which the
SOCIAL DANCE
systems as protection against fire. ported they would distribute to
Rebekah Lodge and friends are Kiwanians defeated the Warren
townspeople and summer resi
ACORN GRANGE HALL
invited.
clubmen.
CUSHING
dents circulars informing them of
Obituary
the association's activities. Mrs.
Every
Saturday Night
DIED
Edwin Libby Relief Corps he’d
Olive Curtis was appointed chair
Music hy Hawaiianaires
Swett — At Rockland. Feb. 1 CHARLES SWETT
its regular meeting Thursday eve
Charles Swett, age 51 years,
Donation 50c
Charles Swett, 51, died early man of this committee.
ning with Maude Winchenbach Funeral services Friday at 2
14-tf
The group voted approval on
Wednesday at Rockland.
Mr.
presiding and with 14 members p. m. from the Russell Funeral
Swett was born at Rockland. Oct. placing an article in the town
present. It was voted to hold Past Home. Rev. George H. Wood of
warrant for the coming town
Interment in Achorn 1, 1904, the son of Charles and
Presidents’ Night the first meet ficiating.
meeting seeking the support of
Caroline Sherer Swett.
Cemetery
ing in April. At the next meeting
Cunningham—At Rockland. Jan.
Mr. Swett had been a restaurant the residents on the association’s
the group will tack two quilts 30.
Mrs. Georgie Cunningham, chef in the city for several years. efforts to procure the two ferries.
and have a social afternoon fol- age 88 years. Interment in Wood
Surviving are several cousins.
lowed by a supper for th ■ mem bine Cemetery, Ellswortn.
Funeral services will be held
Knox Chamber
Newhold
—
At
Rockland.
Jan.
31.
bers. The program presented by
Mrs. Alice F. Newbold, age 69 Friday at 2 p. in., from the Rus
'PLENTY OF PARKING - EVERYDAY LOW PRICES - S. & H. GREEN STAMPS"
Evelyn St. Clair included a read years.
Committal services at sell Funeral Home with Rev. Changes Name To
ing by Betty Vinal; v<y?al pres Rockport. Mass., in the spring.
George H. Wood officiating. In
Joni's—At Portland, Jan. 31. terment will he in Achorn Ceme Industrial Assn.
entation by Velma Marsh, Bet!)
MEN'S DEPT.
CAMPBELL'S
Vinal and Gertrude Sato; a read Mrs. May iN. Jones of Clark tery.
Island, age 71 years,
Funeral
The
Knox
County
Chamber
of
ing, Evelyn St. Clair.
Suits
services today at 1 p m. from
CUT ROUND
Commerce voted Wednesday af
IN ME.MOKIAM
Davis Funeral Home. Thomaston,
ternoon
to
throw
their
member

GREEN
In the loving memory of my
Reg. $35.00 Storm Coats, All •with Rev . George H. Wood offi
Topcoats
Entombment at Village dear son (Teddy) George H. Mil ship rolls open to any interested !
Sizes and Colors. $19.98. SAVITT S. ciating.
GARDEN
ler. who passed away Jan. 31. resident or taxpayer of Knox
* Overcoats
Inc., Main St.. Rockland. Maine. Cem ete ry, Tho m aston.
SWEET
Williams — At Topeka. Kansas. 1946.
County at a monthly meeting held I
14-15 Jan. 16. Gerald Williams, former Though ten long years have pass
GIANT
at the Roekland Chamber of Com- | .
POPULAR
Sport Coats
ed
ly of Rockland.
BRAND
TINS
Dear Ted. we still think of you, merce offices.
Glidden—At Union. Jan. 31. Miss
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Pants
The group also voted to change ! |
Sunshine passes, shadows f ill
Hattie
B.
Glidden.
age
84
years.
Mixed group meets Wednesday
Loves remembrances out last
- AT OUR "FULL VIEW MEAT COUNTER and Sunday. 8 p. m.. G.A.R. Hall. Funeral services Saturday at 2 p.
Jackets
all.
m. from home of her sister. Mrs.
Limerock St., P. O. Square. For Lela Haskell in Union, with Rev. Ami though the years be many
STEAK - Heavy
SWIFT'S
* Sur-Coats
or few
information write P. O. Box 711, Jesse Kendcrdine
officiating.
Western Beef
PREMIUM
They are filled with remem
Rockland. Me.
138-Th-tf Burial in spring in Coopers Mills
STEAK
All
Shirts
brances
Cemetery.
Friends please omit
Dear Ted of you.
flowers.
Beef
— Al t TION —
Mother,
Myrtle
Fitzgerald,
Stockings
Paul—A, Fall River, Mass., Jan.
Legion llall - Union. Maine
CLUB STEAK
Ib. 59c
MINCED HAM
brother Fred Favreau and sister
SATl KI>AY, FEB. 4 — 7 I’. M. 24. O. J. Paul, formerly of Wash
14‘lt
ington. Funeral services held Jan. Mis. O’Brien.
TOP
ROUND
STEAK
Ib. 69c
SAUSAGE
Ib.
-- -- -- and —■—
A good line of merchandise,
27 from St. Patrick’s Church, Fall
STEWING
BEEF
Ib.
49c
automotive supplies, household
FRANKFORTS
Other High Grade
River, Mass. Interment in Notre
IN MEMORIAM
furniture.
Dame
Cemetery. Fall
River,
In loving memory of William
SIJCED
Ib. 29c
BEEF LIVER
Merchandise Not Listed
Harvey Gurney, auctioneer, Union M ass.
T. Fitzgerald, who passed away
14*lt
Turner—At Gardiner. Jan. 27. Feb 5. 1946.
THIN
BOYS' DEPT.
Granville A. Turner, husband of Sunshine passes, shadows fall.
Ib. 19c
CORNED
RIB
Mrs. Clara Turner, age 59 years. Love’s remembrance outlasts all.
PUBLIC PARTY
Saving
Values
Galore
In
Funeral services held Sunday And though the years be many of
IfW
BUDGET SAVERS"
Our Modern Boys' Dept.
EVERY FRIDAY at 7.30 P. M. from Staples Funeral Home in
Return-address Your
UPTON
Gardiner. Interment in the spring They are filled of remembrances,
SWIFT’S
Tower Room - Community Bldg. in the family lot in Washington.
dear, of you.
OUTFITS FOR
Ib. 65c
BUTTER
SOUP MIXES
BROOKFIKI.I)
Packages
Quickly,
Sadly
missed
by
wife.
Mrs.
Wil

Ao.plces Knights of lolumbus
EVERY
OCCASION
FOOD
47-TATh-M Typewriter Repairs liam Fitzgerald; sons, Maurice
-PACK
2 Ib. box 69c
CHICKEN NOODLE or
CHEESE
and Erwin; daughter. Doris; and
CARTON
Legibly and Correctly
SPREAD
grandson, Robert.
14-lt
TOMATO VEGETABLE
YELLOW
39c
with a
Ib. 19c
OLEO
QUARTERS
PKCS
I
BEEF VEGETABLE
FOR
|
IN MEMORIAM
LARGE
RUBBER STAMP
In memory of my husband ;
or ONION SOUP
doz. 39c
EGGS
VNGHADED
Fred E. Ingerson, Jan. ’54-’56.
“He would not want the ones he I
STOKEI.EY'S QI ICK FROZEN
On Order at
GREEN
|
4iENS.we buys clothing
loved
[AY
JllwCtWES S«OtSMI't»* toti^>
PEA
f
6 0Z.
HOMES FOR FUNERALS
V
s1
AHr M f
To grieve for him today
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
We must not say that he is dead l
TINS
49-aw-tl
For to us he is just away.
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON
Away upon a journey
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
558 Main St. 22 Knox St.
To a land thats bright and fair i
STATE NEWS CO.
STRICTLY FRESH |C
And though we all miss him here
13-16
Leah Davis Brooks
SKINLESS, BONELESS ID. 4/ C
We know he’s haapy there.
And memories of him still bring
Serving Knox County since 1876
New comfort every day.
66-tf
GRADE 1 — 2% INCH AND UP
we recall—He is not dead
'■W&aZ SaAri/nydfaitve/i/y.
MILLER'S
i As
For hc is just away.”
SPY
Robert S. Campbell. Bobby and j
UPPER PARK ST.
S7'^
POCKL AND, ME.
GARAGE
■ ■ ■UbHlWBIIIlBliiiailliianaMfc
CORTLANDS
his wife. Mrs. Fred E. Ingerson. :
14 It
—■
The Best Place Te
BONELESS CHUCK
NEW FIRM
Coming Events

(

|W

FEB RUARY

VALUES

TOMATO SOUP
STRING BEANS
PEAS
TOMATO JUICE

8 tins
6 tins
6 tins
4

PORTERHOUSE
FRANKFORTS HAMBURG
29c
BACON
Ib. 49c

Ib. 69c
3 lbs. 89c

3

2

DAVIS

27c

» ORANGE JUICE 2

SMALL'S

*

HADDOCK FILLETS

4 lbs. 19c

APPLES

BURPEE
Funeral Home

Buy a
GOOD USED CAR

36-31 Rankin Street
34-Th*8-tf

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. with
flush to let. Inquire 12 ELM
STREET.
14-lt

BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

2 ntm7Jd.raf?.|7jgjgj2j?jajHJHJ2JzrajgRPU^JgjaraJ2f2.fzrafgnHfa,r? r

AMBULANCE SERVICE

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

TEL. 390
110 LIMKROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

LIVE

POULTRY

Corned

Beef

FRESH NATIVE

BEST CENTER SLICES
Ready To Eat, Well Trimmed

CHICKENS
6H Lb. Ave.

79t Ib.

42c Ib.

Funeral Home

ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
34 HOUR AMBintANCB
SERVICE

We Are Also Looking for

Poultry Raisers
Small or Large.

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINS
w

Terms To Meet Your Approval

CAU NOW FOR FULL INFORMATION

Top Round

59c

1 Ib. pkg.

83c

16 Tea Bags

24c

The Famous
PEERLESS

Premium Crackers

Ib. 25c

Fluff

2 jars 41c

16 TEA BAGS FOR le with

Perry's Coffee
VEAL CHOPS

BONELESS VEAL

39c Ib.

39c Ib.

Ib. 69c

VEAL CUTLETS

ROAST

69c Ib.

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL NINE O'CLOCK
14-lt

25 Ib. Bag

3 lbs. 19c

doz. 49c

$1.89

Ginger—Slade's

tin 14c
46 OZ.
TINS

Apple Juice

Grapefruit Sections
Adam*’
Snow’s

Instant Pudding 2 pkgs. 25c

Clam Chowder

4 rolls 31c

Mary Ann

49c
49c

GIANT 56 OZ. TIN

Amazo

Waldorf Tissue

2 lbs. 15c

Kid Glove

Marthmalluw

Porterhouse

GREEN HEADS
YE1.LGW
SKIN
JUICY
FLORIDA

FRESH STRAWBERRIES, RADISHES, BROCCOLI,
CAULIFLOWER, RED ONIONS

FLOUR

STEAKS

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.

RUSSELL

ORANGES

T-Bone

Cube

ONIONS

Beef

HAMS

WANTED

PLEASE CAU CHARLIE SHANE

lb. Stewing

Lean, Boneless Brisket

CABBAGE

Pot Roast or

.

2 tins 49c

Nablsee Cookies
Il OZ. PKG.

25c
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

FIRST NATIONAL’S

How much good food will a dollar buy?

Visit your First National Store this week
and see. You’ll be amazed!
For this big annual event - - eagerly an
ticipated by thousands of thrifty shoppers
- - First National has gathered together
truly sensational values - - items you need
every day, items with brand labels you
and respect - - at prices you may
atch in a long, long time!

FINAST - Fancy, York State

8 ■■ *l.oo

APPLE SAUCE

'V

FINAST - Fancy, Florida Sections

So don’t miss this wonderful oppor
tunity to slash your mid-winter
^od costs!

7

GRAPEFRUIT

$1.00

"ans

Bathroom Tissue - A Famous Scott Paper Product

9

SCOTT TISSUE

$1.00

ROLLS

Fatial Tissues - A Big Value - 2000 Facia! Tissues

ANGEL SOFT

$1-00

5

TISSUE

FINAST - Cream Style

7 ;;s *1.00

MAINE CORN
RICHMOND - Fancy, Medium Size

GARDEN PEAS
r Flavors

I Ib

7

$1.00

I

CANS

Same Low Self-Service Prices in All Stores in This Vicinity — We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

if BROOKSIDB

cream

4TS

$1.00

Cortland - U.S. Fancy

D/i and Up -

Ib. C.llo Bag 35c

3

Apples

r Price

4

$|.oq

bags

4
Grapefruit 15f«$100
Florida - Good Size -

Lettuce
MIRABEL -

Pure Concord Variety

Celery

grape jelly
6

Jars

California Iceberg

25c

HEADS

29c

AndyBoy - Crisp, Pascal

Carrots

$1.00

for 29c

Topped and Washed

19c

PKGS

3iK 19c

Onions

Regular Price 21c

if BIG EVAPORATED mi
EVANGELINE

3
K

Baked Beans
Peanut Butter

’!•’

neaular Price 3

Friend’*
Red Kit

Ginger Bread

Dromedary Mix

Finast Flour

All purpose
Family

Hershey Bars

38‘ ' Y

Mayonnaise

Blue Rose Rice

loaf cakes

. _ .
‘,n

Your Choice
Goid Cake,

3

Pea Soup

Apple Juice

37c

Prune Juice

I I 02

JAR
I

14

'

PKGS

02

GIAN I
SIZE

r'/j 02
JARS
21b
PKG

6

Beef Stew

39c

JAR

•

2

Dog Food

49c

$1.69

BAG

River Brand

49c

41c

29c

16 or

For Salads and Cooking

Peter Pan
PEANUT BUTTER

Du Pont

Liberty

SPONGES

Maraschino Cherries

rat'19c •

2 W 29c

& 35c • & 69c

7;r

39c

25c •

39c

Io" 29c

foT 53c

I

2

Marvo

CLOVERDALE

29c
35c

US 4 oi

37c

PKGS

39c

Brookside Butter

37c

Statler Jumbo Towels

75c

Finast Ketchup

Copley Coffee

eguler or Drip G

GAN 39c

Sweet Peas

45c

JAR

S1.19

Mil

Belly Alden

Armour

WAX PAPER

TREET

CHOPPED HAM

nc
JJC

can 49c

37c
67c

Ctns

** RF

2ROL-S65c
b'ots

39c

JAR

27c

2 '
'

25c
can"

29c

I LB 2 oi
LOAF

Armour
.2°.

73c

LB

roll

Kosher Dill

Dole Pineapple

Cut-Rite

CAN

?P“Voc
2

> j.iced

3 LB
CAN

f*

~ ,

I LB 8 or
CAN

bag

39c

12 02
CAN

Margarine Q...«.,.2d,*s39c So o2

Mild end Mellow

65c

REG
PKG

53c

Pure Vegetable Shortening
•

BOIS

4 02
CAN

Finest Grouno

Quaker Oats

fa

Ib 8 02
CAN

Spam, Mor, Prem

Pickles

47c

0

Meal or Meat ess

Black Pepper

SAG 85c

2

OOC

55c

RAISIN BREAD
AAazola Oil

or 14 02
CANS

Chef Ravioli

Rich, Full Bodied

'E™

25c

2

Sunsweet

Chef Dinners

Kybo Coffee

Copley

Berry Hill

PKGS

CAN>

• LB 12 or
CANS

Habitant

Richmond Coffee

$1.00

25c

29c

jaTr

Dinty Moore

I LB 12 or

25 LB

Marshmallow Fluff

JOAN CAROL

Amazo

Plain or Almond

PT

itrongheart

47c

Beechnut

4'/j oi

Instant Puddings
AM Flavors

14 or
BOTS

2

Heinz Ketchup

Armour
CORNED

can

BEEF HASH

29c

j
I

1

I

r

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Once again, First National Stores are happy to announce

the annual thrift event thousands eagerly wait for!
This year, First National Dollar Days are bigger than ever
with more of the items you need every day at bigger and

better savings. Yet every item featured in this event bears
a label you know and trust!

Or Spaghetti - A Great Quality Name

NAPKINS

SCOTKINS

BOXES

ot 50

JAPANESE - Packed in Br
7 oz
CANS

FINAST

Concentrated
CANS

FINAST

Smoothy or Crunchy

PEANUT BUTTER

12 oz

JARS

FINAST - Pea
I LB 12 oz

CANS

f

CALO

TOR" GARDEN Frozen

DOG or CAT FOOD
ft
$1-°°

Tender Peas 6 & «■
’«9"'»rrri«e2for39t.YouS(lvei;

Strawberries 3
.

$|

"egulor Price 39c . Y„„ _________

*

3ina.it SuaAanieed fUeati
Choice - Heavy Corn Fed Western Steer Beef - Year Ago Price 95c

Porterhouse, T-Bone, Club, N. Y. Sirloin
Choice - Well Trimmed - Lean Heavy Steer Beef - Year Ago Price 87c

ROASTS
Choice * For Oven or Pot Roast - Boneless lb. 55c

im —_ _ jr.

Face Rump, Top or Bottom Round
Roasting - 33/< to 4’Zz lb. Average

Bone

OVEN READY

Boned and Rolled if Desired

Finast - Mildly Seasoned

Young, Tender Pork lor Roasting - Year Ago Price 35c

Freshly Ground Lean Beet

lb. 35c

lb. 34c

29c Hamburg

Pork Loins

Choice - Top or Bottom - Year Ago Price 99c

LB

1 lb. Finast

3 iu sl-00

Haddock Fillets
Oysters

- 43c

Plump for Stewing

Semo Low Self-Service Prices in All Stores in This Vicinity — We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

FIRST
Armour

Armour

Kraft

Kraft

Kraft

Miracle

Casino

DEVILED MEAT

VIENNA SAUSAGE

CHEESE SPREADS

ITALIAN DRESSING

FRENCH DRESSING

FRENCH DRESSING

FRENCH DRESSING

3&S25c-2&:27c
1

—-

-

*■*

2 cans

37c

Old English, Roka,
Cheese & Bacon

X

5 03 C C
JARS

So"

28c

ioi 23c

Kraft
SWISS CHEESE
Sliced Natural

!o7

23c

Jo, 27c

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Page Six

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
KUSKK’S HOW IJTTLK IT COST8
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three line* luserlrd
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
rente for each line, half price each additional time used. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads’’ so called, 1. eM advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.
AM, < 'LAHSIFIKDS—4 ASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MIST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five U» a
Line.

WARREN
ALENA L. STARR KIT
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 8-2491
Mystic Rebekah Lodge has been
invited to a reception for District
Deputy President Marion Gray
and her deputy marshal. Mary
Alley, at the IOOF Hall in Cam*
den Saturday at 8 p. m.
Committees named
for the
stated meeting of Ivy Chapter,
OES, Friday are: entertainment.
Mrs. Helen Maxey; refreshments.
Mrs. Bernya Jameson. Mrs. Car
rie R. Smith and Mrs. Esther
Starrett.

mittee are: Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Overlock and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wotton. Mi. and Mrs. Roger
Teague and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Perry have charge of the program
Fred L. Perkins. Jr., will speak
on. •'Washington and Lincoln’’ at
a meeting of Henry Knox Chaptter. DAR. which will take pla-e
Monday night at the home of
Mr s. Edward Dot nan on Hyler
street. Thomaston.

Tenants Harbor
MRS HENRY ALLEN
Correspondent
Telephone 59

the election of officers for the
year.
The same officers will
serve this year.
Rev. Orel Ward of Rockland
at the Baptist Church and the
will conduct the Sunday services
Port Clyde Baptist Church,
Rev. Otto Palmer of Littleton
hasaccepted the pastorate of the
■ Tenants Harbor Baptist Church
an^ ^hePort Clyde Baptust Church
and will a.ssnme his duties on
March 4.

CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lind.stet of
New York are at their home here
for a few weeks.

sides Mr. Field were Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Cogan. Mr. and Mrs.
Lewville Pottle Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Overloek. Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Fales and daughter Donna
all of Warren. Mr. and Mrs. Rey
nold Brooks of Thomaston. Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Wood and
daughters Carol. Charlene and
Joan. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Olson
and son Richard of Cushing.

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
1

1

3

MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

5

b

9

8

7

ll

13

14

15

lb

17

Tf. -

It

io

19
22

UNION

T“

24

23

II

io

31

21
2b

25

29

26

IO

3S

34

35

3t>

37

5e>

S9

40

41

42

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Laine and
The selectmen of the town an
44
43
daughters Mrs. Gilbert Martin and nounce the budget committee will
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Sterling Helmer and Ches
Bette motored to Portland Satur be in session Thursday evening
W
a 47 46 49
FOR SALE
45
4b
Lavon Ames were Bobby and
day.
ter O. Wyllie attended Tuesday’s
F»«b. 9. at the selectmen's office.
0
WEEKLY WINTER SPECIAL
SEWING Machines drop head. session in the annual convocation Bethany Wellington and Raymond
Recent callers at the home of
54
Owaissa 4-H Club’s last meeting
and Austin Ames of Matinicus.
55
50
51
52
60’’ 100% Woolens suitable fcr for sale, at 138 CAMDEN ST.. Tel.
14-16 program at the Bangor Theologislacks, skirts only $1.49 yard. 1091-W.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Bragg of Mr. and Mrs. Merle James were had 19 members present. Mrs.
i cal Seminary.
Store hours daily 10-5.30. 1-5.30 -------South Thomaston were weekend Mr. and Mrs. Myron Files of Ap- Hazel Gammon conducted the
5b
57
55
Sundays. THE MAINE TEXTILE
The Baptist Fireside Class will guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oraam plcton and Mrs. Sherwood Cook j judging contest on account forms,
SERVICES
CENTER. INC. Route 1 Between______
entertain the Congregational Simpson and family.
and children Amy. Susie . id Wil- pians WPrc madp to entertain
59
b<T
56
Belfast and Searsport
Main s
MY prices are the lowest and I Riverside Club at a 6.30 supper
The regular meeting of Naomi jliam of Mart*n«ville.
; other 4-H Clubs later.
Largest Selection of Fabrics. 14-15 my work is the best. 20 years ex
Friday night in the Montgomery j Chapter q.E.S. will be held Fri
Mrs. Everett Davis of Pleasant
Knox Pomona Grange meets
USED Buoys for sale. Tel. 435- pt ii« e. Floor sanding. R. L.
6.30 Point is a surgical patient at Saturday with White Dak in North
VERTICAL (Cont.)
RICHARDS. Tel. 952.
5-Th*32 rooms. An entertainment will fol day evening, preceded by
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
W4, F. E. NASH. Owls Head.
low. Members of the supper com supper.
Knox Hospital.
24- lnto
13*15
54- Rescue
1—Stiffly proper
Warren.
Rl< I1AKDS
25- Because
5-Reflux of tide water 55- On the ocean
M. J. Maloney returned home
Mrs. Mary Singer, who has been
35 FT. House Trailor for sale.
Floor Sanding Service. Call
Friendly Circle of the Metho
26- And (Lat.)
56- The (Fr.)
8-Augments
1955 model, used 3 months. Call RALPH 952 or Ray 991-W. 13*15
a patient at the Maine General j Saturday from Peter Bent Brig- dist Church serves a public din
REAL
27- Maritime signal
12- Narrow thoroughfare 57- English school
ROCKLAND 754 or THOMASTON
Hospital,
Portland.
haa
returned
‘
ham
hospital
in
Boston,
28- Employ
ner Tuesday, Feb. 7, with Au- 13- Metric land measure 58- Recline
COM M ER( TAL
Photography.
168-2.
13 15
SIX
Room
House
with
cellar
&
30- Eagle
i home. She will rc-erter the hos
Miss Dorothy Davol of Pleasant byne Hawes, Clara Day and Phyl 14- Christian quarter of 59- Fondle
Portraits. Photostats. Copies. J.
1939
PLYMOUTH
four
shed
for
sale.
126
Lower
Broad31- Used in negation
60Departed
Constantinople
A. JURA, 125 Cedar St., Rockland..
w . . o lir
_
pital in February for further Point spent Wednesday with Mrs lis Cunningham, dinner commit
sedan for sale. May be seen at Tel 1O°7-J
12*14 "ay. Lights & Water. $2.<00. I will
35- Exchanges
15- Worthless leavings
treatment.
Katheryn
Maloney.
tee.
3 HOLME? SI'LL!
1 1
hold mortgage. V. F. STUDLEY,
36- Preposition
VERTICAL
16- Small bird
BERT'S Machine Shop. Welding, 172 Broadway.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barter and
14-tf
37- Eternity
Local basketball teams will play 17- English street car
TWO Twin Sized Mattress* s
Church
Notes
lawn mower
38- A paper measure
■ son Todd who have been renovat- Appleton teams Friday alt the 18- River in Scotland
very clean, excellent cond.. for Grazing, burning
1-T rudge
FOR SALE
The annual business meeting
(abbr.)
sale, $15; also auto. elec, collar
11 BAYVIEW SQ. Tel.
2- Unusual
21- Mischievous child
ROCKLAND, south end. Excel
ing the property they purchased | Union gym.
14
14 ‘16 lent duplex of six and four rooms was held Monday evening with
39- Father
3- Signify
22- Sailed over
sible ironer, only $45. TEL. 1733. 138.5-W.
several months ago from Mrs.
On Sunday, Jan. 29. Mrs. Wil 27-Hasty
40- Consumed
4- Combining form.
12-lt
CESSPOOLS and Septic Tanks I full basement, property in top
Florence Gayer are now occupy liam Carver was honor guest at 29-Cotton fabric with a
41- Prefix. Backward
Middle
1952 NASH Rambler Conv. for cleaned by machine. C E. FEN physical repair.
ERA financing,
42- Large landed
ing
it.
WANTED
5- Dine
glossy surface
birthday party, held at. the
sale
RAH directional signs'
PERSON SANITARY SERVICE, 1 Outstanding nt $5500.
property
6- Carry
32- Bone (Lat.)
Mi.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Paulsen
home
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
reclining seats, economical to Tel. 1314 Rockland. 24 hr., 7 day
Just one of many fine listings,
WAITRESS wanted nights. Ap
44- Affray
7- A wager
33- A land measure
run. ideal second car. Will con 1 service.
8*16 ! For fast, efficient service in buy- ply in person HUMPTY DUMPTY and family of Hulls Cove were M,.s
William Davis.
Invited
45- Box
8- Skilful
(abbr.)
ir:g or soiling a home call 599.
aider trade plus cash. Call ROCK
14-ti | weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. ! guests WP,.P Mrs. Joanna Dodge. 34- Kind of dog
after 9 a. nt.
46- Assume an attitude
9- Ridicule
WE repair and service all
DON
HENRY
AGENCY
LAND 229.
12 14 makes of sewing machines and
10- A weight measure 48- River in England
HELP Wanted—-Male. Airlines M. J. Maloney. Other callers at Mrs. Belle Robart.s and daugh- 39-Father or mother
Insurance
Real Estate
49- Tore
BALED Haj’ for sale, cut early vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
need men. See our ad under this the Maloney home Sunday were | ter Joanna of Rockland, Mr. and 43-Those who room to 11- Coarse hulled
14-lt
51- Perched
Indian corn
gether
at barn. ELMER DOW. 270 Pleas-■ ING MACHINE CO ,
395 Main
Column.
14-16
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Philip
Donnell
of
Mrs
.
Dougla
.
s
yinal
and
daughter
52- Lofty mountain
19-Evening (Poet.)
FOR SALE IN CAMDEN
45-Mineral spring
ant St., Tel. 679-M.
12*14 I street. Rockland, Tel. 1724. 8-ff
WOMAN wanted to live in with Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Donna of Thomaston. Mrs. Mau- 47-Sailor
53- Superlative suffix
2C-Greek letter
Seven
rm.
house
with
bath,
30” KELVINATOR elee. stove,
MlISK Ia*sMons, Trumpet, Trom large attached barn, extra house an elderly’ lady as housekeeper Simmons of Friendship.
54- Use needle and
50-Seed covering (pi.) 23-Advertisement
rice
Roberts.
Miss
Geneva
Pelike new, for sale; also 6 eu. ft. . bone. Clarinet, Saxophone and
and companion. TEL. 1021-W
thread
(abbr.)
62-A beverage
lot.
Property
in
excellent
cond.
James
Davis,
student
at.
M.V.
Westinghouse refrig, in good eon Accordion. GIFFORDS. Tel. 146
14*16
lotte, Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Grard _
Tel.
CAMDEN
681.
dition. TEL. CRestwood 4-2691
121tl
WANTED: Two choppers to T.I. spent Saturday with his par of Winslowr and Mrs. Carver’s Dyer, Edward Dyer, and Mac
11*Th& Sat*21
12-14
work on Ash Island. Contact HAR- ents, Mr. and Mrs. James Davis. immediate family.
Gilchrest.
DRY, Sawed, Slab Wood for
' OLD INGERSON, Freeport, Me.,
A. H. Young who has been con
Mrs. Clara Fish of North
TO____________
LET
sale. Delivered. LELAND BOGGS,
Telephone UNiversity 5-4205.
Birger Magnuson is recovering
fined to h is home is improved in Wayne was an overnight guest of
FOR
REAL
ESTATE
JR.. Tel. CRestwood 3-2829. 1? 14
UNFURN. Apt. to let
______ ________
14-16 health.
four
niceiy from minor surgery per
Mrs. William Davis recently.
TWO Copper Hot Water Boilers rooms and bath Central,
AIRLINES NEED
TEL.
formed last week at the Easton,
Austin D. Nelson
Mrs. Robert Laaka is a surgical
SP/3 Russell Knight, Jr., who
with fittings for sale, $35. Also. |g>3-R.
Men and Women
13-15
Penn.. Hospital. Mr. and Mrs.
patient
at
Maine
General
Hospital
’
has
bePn
atati
one<l
in
Alaska
is
end h-ater, $25; slate set tub.
High School graduates, 18 to 39.
CAIX 928
FIVE-Rms. and Bath Apt. to
$10.
A $650 cash register used let. partly furn.. 18 Holmes St.
41 Limerock SL
Rockland I to train for well-paid positions, in Poitland.
I spending a 33 day leave with his Magnuson will stay with her sister
three years for $250. Electric Apply 225 MAIN. Apt. 5 between
148-tf
technical or nontechnical. Public
Mrs. Merle James who has parents Mr. and Mrs, R. B. R. B. Anderson during his con
washing machine, like new. tubcontact, hostesses, communica- been ill for several months, is
valescence.
I 12
m.
13,
1
Knight, Sr. He will return to
wringer type, only $35. CHARLES
tionists. resei-vatists, radio opera
NEW LISTINGS
Mrs. Laura Skoog entertained j
THREE Rms and Bath Apt t®
now convalescing satisfactorily.
E. BICKNELJ., II. Phone 1617-W
tors,
station
agents,
etc.
Good
Fort
Dlx.
His
brother,
Daniel
All meet GI or FHA Requirements
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Knight also is spending a 10 days the “Night Cappers’’ to an Italian I
11-tf let elec, stove and refrig., ther
pay. travel, glamour, security.
Rockland.
Northend:
6-room
mostatic heat and hot water.
Also interviewing men to train for James Davis include Capt. and j leave at home. He will return to spaghetti supper on
Tuesday i
POULTRYMEN Attention: Here CALL 1616.
13-15 house with garage, complete cel specialized
television-electronic Mrs. Edgar Johnson, Mr.
is your opportunity to convert
night. The club also celebrated I
lar with cement floor, automatic
and
Norfolk.
Va
,
where
he
will
hoard
UNFURN 4-rm apt. and a furn.
your broiler houses to hot water
oil heat hot air; first floor all pomtions of serviceman, camera-1 Mrs. Leslip Seavev
j an alrplan
carrier for further the birthday of Mrs. Ruth Haskell
Quality now. '
heat. I have three second hand 3 rm. apt. to l< t, l»oth with heat. hardwood floors, kitchen with in man, technicians.
wilh a cake made by Mrs. Skoog.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Beckett of 1 duty.
HAC
water,
waste
removed.
Approved
for
Korean
Veterans.
hot water boilers with a capacity
laid linoleum. dining room, living
Saturday night.
This was the
of 465 ft. of hot water radiation Adults only, no pits. Inquire in room; second floor 3 bedrooms, Preliminary training need not in Thomaston spent Saturday eve-1 Mrs. Hazel Dean and daughter The remainder of the evening was first time they had done this
person
at
X
SUMMER
ST.
13-tf
terfere
with
present
occupation
spent
playing
cards
and
having
a
for sale. Should be enough for a
ning with Mr. and Mrs. Reino Barbara and Mr. and Mrs. Bob
full bath and hall. Excellent con
in many years and all enjoyed it
THREE rm. furn or unfuin. dition; owner being transferred. For personal interview- write to Saastamoinen.
10,000 bird house. Price $85.
, Bonnin and fanij,y a|, of Nor(h_ fine time.
A
M.
Andrews,
P.
O.
Box
102.
immensely. After a delicious sup
apt.
to
lei
with
tile
bathroom,
CHARLES E
BICKNELL, II
This is exclusive with us. $956C.
Walter
Chapman
who
has
been
port
called
on
Mrs.
Ada
Howard
Due
to
the
storm
and
the
weight
Phone 1647-W.
11-I I heat a ml hot water, use of auto,
per a social evening was passed.
Rockland.
Northend:
7 room Damariscotta, Maine, giving tele appoinled Sunday School Superin- ! Sunday.
of the snow on the wires most of
Centrally located. house with beautiful view of bay. | phone number. Veterans give daU
Those present, were Mr. and Mrs.
HEAVY, dry slab wood for wash, niach.
tendent
of
Broad
Cove
Chureh
by
.
Mrs.
Kathleen
Smith
of
Long
of
discharge
and
service
schools
Available
Feb.
1.
TEL.
632
for
lull
the
town
suffered
some
power
Automatic oil heat with hot air,
sale, sawed and delivered. CRest
information.
12-tf electric hot water heater. 1st floor attended. AIRLINE TRAINING the Educational Board of the' Island, N. Y. is visiting Mr. and failure on Monday night. This Max Conway. Mr. and Mrs.
wood 3-3323. WILLIAM HEATH
Webster. Mr. and Mrs.
THILEE in apt to l.-t Hot wa kitchen, dining room, double liv DIVISION, of Central Institute.14 16 church began his duties on Sun Mrs. Ralph Higgins and Mrs. Jen lasted only a short while as Her Charles
10*15
Alton Oakes. Mr. and Mrs. Hud
ter, elec.
refrig., gas range. ing room, all hardwood floors. 2nd
day.
FOR SALK
bert Peterson and Ira Warren
nie Jones.
EXPERIENCED Young Man
son Conway. Harry and Van Con
Pistols, shotguns, rifles, tele Adults. 29 BEECH ST, Tel. 1116- floor 3 bedrooms, full bath. $7350.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Whitney and
Mrs,. Jennie Jones visited her were right on deck repairing the way. and Bobby Lou Conway.
12*19
Rockland.
Northend:
6-room wants job driving truck Tel.
scope sights, mounts, ammunition, W
daughter
Cynthia
have
returned
THOMASTON
174.
14-16
sisters, Mrs. Susie Bra ley and wires- A f(VW telephones were out
UNFURN. 4 Rin. Upstairs Apt house in fine condition. Full ce
handloading supplies, and other
ELDERLY or middie'-aged wo-1 h'omc aft<“r a week’s visit with Mrs. Minnie Brown in Belfast for of order also due to the storm |
shooting accessories. CAMDEN 1° let with bath and shower. TEL. ment cellar, forced hot air heat
Read The Courier-Gazette
hut were restored on Tuesday.
(Allan N. 290-R.
8-tf with oil, set tubs, 50 gal. electric man wanted as a companion. To ] Ml Whitney’s parents, Mr. and a day last week.
SPORTING GOODS.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
hot
water
beater.
1st
floor
kitchen,
live
in
for
room
and
board.
Warm.
Mrs.
Howard
Whitney
in
Sharon
Forsyth), Sherman's Point. Phon
There
will
be
choir
practice
for
AT 81 Union Street, modern,
Horace Ripley suffer an ill turn
Advertise In The Courier-Gazette.
Camden 2675.
1-tf heated 3-rooin apt. to let with dining room, living room. 2nd comfortable. Call 618-J or write 17 I M iss
last week and is confined Io his boys and girls in tin* approximate
OCEAN
STREET.
14
16
'
..........
floor
3
bedrooms,
full
bath,
closet
bath. CALL 893 days and 233 eve
FOU XALL
Mr.
Field
Honored
range
of
9
to
15
years
of
age
on
bed at his home.
SALESMEN WANTED
nings.
6-tf in every room. Garage. $9,500.
Complete stock of:
George W. Field was honor
Rockland, Northend: Large lot.
Mrs. Sidney Harriman and Mr. Friday afternoon at the Union
Unlimited earnings under our
Oxygen and Acetylene regula
FTVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let, 7-room house, 2-car barn garage.
tors.
central heat. CALL 798 after 12 House and barn in excellent con salary and commission plan. All guest at a surprise party given and Mrs. Charles Cape in an called Church. This choir will sing at
Brazing and cutting torches
noon.
157-tf dition. 1st floor sunporch, modern benefits including life insurance, by his daughter Mrs. Fred Olson on Mrs. Angie Kimball in Rock the 4 o’clock service on Sunday
Hose, lighters and tip cleaner*
hospital and dependents. Car on Jan. 25 Io celebrate his 80th
land last Wednesday. They found afternoons. Dr. Cameron Rai‘ has
FURNISHED
Apartment
to
let. kitchen
with inlaid
linoleum. necessary.
Welding and chippers goggles
Apply by phone to
All tired out—rundown—no en
adults.
Inquire
in
person
at
11
Refreshments of ice her gaining from her recent acci promised to help in t.he training
Youngstown sink & cabinets, dish TEL. 1724 for appointment. 8-tf birthday.
Brazing rod and soapstone
ergy or ambition—never feel like
147-tf washer, automatic washer, elec
of this group and it is hoped a going out
cream
and
a
decorated
birthday
dent.
MORRIS GORDON 41 SON JAMES STREET.
wake
CASH for old guns in any con
still tired and discouraged.
Rockland.
137 tf
HEATED and Unheated Furn. tric stove, dining room, living dition, H and HL hinges, porce cake were served. Present heMr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman goodly number will respond. The upThousands
who
fail
to
get
from
apts. to let. from $7 to $15 a week. room with wall to whll carpet, full
were callers on Mr. and Mrs. practice will be Friday afternoon, their daily food the important
^HOUSLSHE^MNC^l *Fully equipp .1 with hath, free hot bath; 2nd floor 3 bedrooms, full lain, pottery, glass, silver, paint
Iron-Iodine
and
Bi
and
Ba
Vita

ings, and furniture. Top curient
Symptoms of Distress Arising from Dwight Collins and Alton Collins Union Church, after school, but
and cold water, some with elec, bath. hall, aluminum combination prices paid. G. BEECHE, 32 Main
mins
they
need
have
felt
just
like
Your
no
later
than
4
o
’
clock.
stoves, rubbish removed free. V. doors and windows, Venetian St., Thomaston. Write or Tel. 209
that until they started taking
STOMACH ULCERS in Union last week. Alton is
OROSI.KY-BF.NDIX
the
wonderful
E STUDLEY. 77 Park St.. Tel. blinds. Beautiful open view.
The Union Church Circle will
mornings or after 4 p. m.
7-i8 I dueto EXCESS ACID gaining from his recent illness.
reconstructive
Tonic.
Dealer
Rockland.
Northend:
8-room
8960 and 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234.
hold
a
public
s,upper
on
Thursday
The FERRIZAN
is de
The Ways and Means Club met
442 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND
1-tf Cape Cod. full bath, garage. New
QUICK
RELIEF
OR
NO
COST
signed
to
you
profound
good
evening
at
6.30.
Housekeepers
with Mrs. Vida Mehuren Jan. 24.
PHONE 721
cement cellar, steam heat with
if
you
deficient
in
121-tf1
Picture Framing
As this was Mrs. Mehuren’s birth are Laura Sanborn. Alice Whit
and
Ask About 15-Day Trial Offer!
oil. Attic fully insulated. Very at
MISCELLANEOUS tractive grounds. On school bus
day. she was presented birth tington. Clyde Macintosh, and Vitamins.
Try
—forstart
Over live million packages ol ilie Wu i akh
OXYGEN. Acetylene, Hydrogen,
day and
30
Trkatmemt have been sold for relief of
day cards by those present, and May Lawry.
CASH in on the big spring sell line. $9000.
Rockland. Central: Handsome
Nitrogen. CO2. Pure Compressed ing season. Be an Avon Repre
•yinptornbul distrem arising from Stomach
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Conway on our guarantee of absolute sa
also
a
nice
birthday
cake.
and
Duodenal
Ulcers
due
to
Excess
Acid
—
tisfaction
or
money
location
overlooking
central
part
Air, Welding Supplies and Equip sentative in your neighborhood
Poor Digestion, Sour or Upset Stomach,
Mrs. Vida Mehuren and broth were host and hostess to a re
ment for sale. MORRIS GORDON Write MRS. RUSSELL JOHNSON. |! of city, near churches, schools,
Gassiness, Heartburn, Sleeplessness,
GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
ers Gardiner and Drummond union of the Conway family on
and SON, Rockland . In Camden. Avon District Manager. Augusta markets. Newly painted, new
•tc.,due to Excess Acid. Ask for “Willard's
Message'* which fully explains this home
paper and paint inside. Combina
Fisher’s Eng., Mechanic street, I p,, ' \v..,tprvii!p
Hemenway and Mr. and Mrs.
11 IB
trea t p*n t —free— a I
tion doors and windows. 1st floor
Camden.
1-tf
Everett Hook of Belfast called on
GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
fc.FTBR •'
late. I will not be
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; reg responsible for any bills other | 4 rooms and modern bath: 2nd
Mrs. Fred Schofield Saturday.
floor
4
bedrooms,
full
bath.
Steam
ular $10 95 for $6 95. iXORTH than those contracted by myself,
Mr. and Mrs. Hook were Saturday
CROSS
heat
with
oil.
automatic
washer.
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST. Jan. 28. 1956. RUDOLPH BERGCHICKS supper guests at the Hemenway
Tel.
Up 1 Flight Ix'ft
$12,000.
Tel. |
Thomaston.
1-tf
GREN.
13*15
1139
466 MAIN ST.
1385]
Rockland. Central: Apartment
SEX-LINK chicks from Maine home.
PIPE FOR SAI B
2S-Th-tJ
WELL! WKI.L! WELL!
house with 5 rooms and bath on
U. S Approved Pullorum typhoid
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Merritt
Black and galvanized. All sizes,
If il is water you need, write each of 2 floors. Good income,
clean for sale.
An exceptional are in New York for a few days.
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO R W DRINKWATER. Well Drill
good
location
near
church
and
MAN wanted to work on poultry cross for good livability, large
Lime St.
1-tf ing Contractor P. O Box 135,
stores. Excellent condition.
farm. Apply in person. L. B. egga and heavy birds.
DUTCH Their son Stephen is staying with
BABY Parakeets for sale, full Camden.
Tel. 2768. Installment
Camden: 5-room house: 3 bed ROKES. Cobb Rd., Camden. 3-tf NECK HATCHERY, Melville W. Mr. and Mis. Richard Sherman
line of parakeet foods and mineral plan also available, no down pay- rooms. kitchen and living room.
health grit. GRACE’S GARDENS, nn nt n»‘< «‘ssarv. Member of New Split level house new; electric hot ‘ 1WENTY-FOUR HR. Photo" SeT- DAVIS, Tel. TEmple 2-9480, Wal in Belfast during their absence.
8-tf
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker England ami National Association. water heater, hot water heating vice. Ask for it at your local store doboro, Maine.
or at GIFFORD’S, Rockland, Me.
1600 SEX Linked Pullets start
St., Thomaston, Tel. 374
1-tf
_______ _____ ____
1 tf ystem with oil; pine paneled liv
1-tf ed Jan. 21 from Maine U. S. Ap
WINDOW SHADES and BUNDS
Medical Oxygen Regulators and ing room. Quiet neighborhood.
PAINTING and Papernangiag, proved Pullorum-Typhoid Clean VINALHAVEN
for sale, custom made. Call us. Masks for rent.
$8500.
KENDALL ORFF.
Inside and out, all work positively Breeders.
free installation. Tel. 801.
SEA
We also supply medical oxygen.
Camden: Fine residential or in
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Cushing, Me., Phone Thomaston
COAST PAINT CO., 440 Main St .
Sold only through your family come property. Large house with guaranteed. Will furnish material 198-2.
Correspondent
10*15
Work
accepted
Warren
to
Camden.
Rockland.
1-tf 1 physician's prescription
sun porch; steam heat with oil, Estimates free. VAN E. RUS
Tel. 172
CLEMENTS
CHICKS
—
Rugged,
---MORRIS
GORDON
SON. 80-gal. hot water heater. |st floor SELL. Phone 676-M.
FOR SALK
Post
Office
|
“
Maine-Bred
”
to
live
better,
pro137tf kitchen, dining room, double liv Box 701, Rockland.
Attention camera fans. (1) Ko- Rockland
_______
duce better. Red-Rocks (Black
dak Pony 828 with case and flash.
ing room. den. playroom; 2nd floor
Mrs. Alice Salla has gone to the
DON’T discard your old or j Sex-Link Pullets). White Lev
$40 50; (2) Kodak 35 mm F-3.5 CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS 4
bedrooms, full bath. good
mainland to stay with relatives
antique
furniture.
Call
H.
JOHN
J
horns,
Rhode
Island
Reds
and
with case and range finder, cleaned, repaired and Installed. closets; full attic. Not far from
NEWMAN for restoring and re- j Golden Crosses for laying flockR. for the remainder of the winter.
cleaning
equipment. central part of town.
$37-50;
(3)
Bolsey
35
mm automatic
The
following students
are
with
case.
flash
Lincolnville: Route 1, 5-room finishing, 48 Masonic St... Tel. White Rocks for broilers and
F-3.2
and Free inspection and estimates.
ltf hatching eggs. Maine — U. S. Ap- home for a two weeks’ vacation
range finder, $35.75; (4) Ko- 9ANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally house with bath and 2-car garage. 1106-M.
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags'"and proved Pullorum Clean.
Prices from the University of Maine:
dak reflex with flash. $15 95 Slide owned and operated. Tel. Camden Big frontage on highway with
wanted.
Call
123. reasonable — Write CLEMENTS
projectors.
(5 ) 300 Brumberger
______ __
72tf wide view of the bay. Land of ap Batteries
MORRIS GORDON ft SON, Cor. i CHICKS. INC., Route 33, Winter- Sally Rae. Judith Clayter, Timo
mount in case, $37.50. with Air_.L. prox. 25 acres. $9000.
Leland and Tm
Rockland, j port, Maine.
(1) thy I^ane, Paul Hopkins. Joe
equipt automatic slide changer.
COUSENS REALTY
VLK
PLUMBING and HEATING
$47JM);
(6) 200 watt Mansfield
James S. Cousens
FREE ESTIMATES
$19.95. Let’s swap. We are still
Licensed Real Estate Broker
buying good used cameras end
Across From Post Office
ARTHUR CULLEN
NOTICE
equipment. 8. F. MORSE, 344
Tel. 1538
LICENSED PLUMBER
Main St Tel 64O-W
9-1" 12 North St.
Thomaston, Me.
14-lt
Tel. 2S4
TOWN OF THOMASTON
74-tf
- LARGEST The Town Rooks will clone for the municipal year on
Cousens' Realty
SI’RECHEN 8IE DEUTSCH?
TJonbom ftrlertfnn In Town
February 15. All outstanding account* mast he snbmitted on
Translations
and
private
German
4 FL - 9 Ft - 12 41. M Mills
or before that date. Taxes must be paid on or before that
Ba«ln<*Hi Opporhinitlp.
Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE
Expert Mprhanics For
Cottage,, Lot. and Duellings
date or declared delinquent and printed in the Annual Report.
UPTON. Camden 2088.
67-tf
Installation If Desired.
TeL 939 For Free Estimates
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec11 LIMEROCK ST.
tlons made for all lines. Giffords
Low SoH-Servico Price* m
stores m I hi* Vici»it>
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
Rockland. Me
89tf
Where Willow and Rankin
TEL. 1538
Streets Meet
FIRST
” STORES
Acroaa from Post Offlea
l» MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
For social Items in The Courier
48 Th tf
Gaxcite, Pboue 770. Qty.

FOR SALE

n«

ESTATE

•

.

Feeling Old At
40,50 or 60?
on an evening—

FERR1ZAN,

new
Iron-Iodine
Formula

do
are
these
strength-building Minerals
this
very FERRIZAN
take it
days

FERRIZAN today.

EGGS &

"

national

back. Get

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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MEREDITH |

FURNITURE COMPANY
313 MAIN ST.

PHONE 1425

Rockland, Me.

fg

© Easy Credit Terms

Free Delivery

WE’RE UNLOADING OUR ENTIRE STOCK T0;MAXE
WAY FOR INCOMING MERCHANDISE........ I. EVERY
PIECE OF OUR FINE FURNITURE WILL BE DRASTIC
ALLY REDUCED IN THIS HUGE;STOREWIDEfCLEARANCE ... LOOK! STOP! BUY!«...
.... THE VALUES ARE TREMENDOUS !!!

THOMASTON
n*wi md 3oct«.l Iteme,

I clothing which will be sent t0 the I monted b>’ a b,ankot donated bv
' Maine Children’s Home Society. ^nox Mill, under the chairmanAnyone having clothing to donate sb’P
Hazel Joy. It was presentp’.ease call Mrs. Thelma Everett. Pd to Charle® Hendricks of CamRita Harper celebrated her denninth birthday last Saturday by 1 Ovrr 200 citizens of Camden and
entertaining a few friend* at the surrounding towns filled into th
home of her parent*. Mr. and Mrs. dininS room between 5 p m. and
Wilbert Harper.
Games were 7 30 P m- for n supper of snag
played with prizes won by Sandra
meatballs, baked beans an ’
Barr and Andrea Melgard. Re ab th<k fixings topped off with
frrshments were served and Rita
tea or coffee. This part of the
received many nice gifts. Guests; program resulted in $217. Maste
were: Linda Sevon. Andrea Mel- St. Clair and his wife, Mabel. wer»
gard. Sandra Barr. Sharon Fern- chairmen of the supper,
aid. Dorene Abbott. Jeanne Vilnal
The party
ended at
10.30
of and Marlee Brazier.
which was immediately followed
------- —----------------- —__ ____________ I by an auction and all remaining

Clayton Howard and Walfrid
Saastamoinen are on a business
trip to Brattleboro, Vt.. and in
Massachusetts.
Walfrid Saastamoinen has as
sumed his duties as manager of
the Wirthmore Bulk Grain Station
in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Strong
were in Waterville last week.
While there they visited his
mother, Mrs. Wilbur P. Strong,
who is a surgical patient at the
Thayer Hospital

x89.S0

Howard,

chairman

BITUARY

| Scotia, April 10. 1894. the daughter PriZes WPre sold to the highest
' of William and Elizabeth Lane bidders.
Darius and Hazel Joy
Joy.
were in charge of this activity in

GRANVILLE R. TURNER
Granville R. Turner. 59. died at
his home 17 Autumn street in
Gardiner, early Friday morning.
He was born in Washington O'*.
5, 1896 the son of Delbert and
Blanche Jones Turner.

.MW WVKBWM. .MATTIil^

fam»s SERTA POSTURE
J-PC

modern pi nettts
W/A/G

’w7< ■ »*’

< hair

*°°A1 Jfr

_^89.5o M

3 PC- blonde SETS

. — r* aft
sou 5S-8°
sou 69.9®

Ml.»

$108..50

L__

/«£Vl

'■"•'“iuny

BROAD
S9-S®

H

13.5°

^49.5o

Il F*ni*ni

generous

MARKED

be pro oik

SAYINGS!
SU ITjS
Mint NOW 289.50

3,9.50 3-PC. ’“J-

sou isiso

«»*’ ’*£ Xt*
vmk
.. ....-rt PinV

s"”249---

224-'

3^3-^’”\........ sA,,:rnuv.s

SOFA

BEDS... HOLLY WOOD BEDS

N0W ^9-5

79 50 HOLLYWOOD BEDS
79.50 SERTA STUDIO COUCHES

S°fA R'n

NOW 59 !

SAlE PR,CE 39

STUDENT BEDS

/7»50 v

c omplete with Mattress. B«x Sprint. Veir^*i«;;£.so0

CHAIRS, TABLES, BARGAINS

s*

,5 » «i*.

<»■;_

1 * JSSS >“ ."".'ii,:'”1 vSi"'39.50

"W"X-

rv °rGffr ‘*ov

----- --^_£^s-5o
UPu D

stock

htrM^h

a°^o/ZfL

’*u S

nursery

b"| „ AX» MAH F. CRIBS

Joy wishes to express his
thanks and appreciation to those
merchants, business men and the
Knox Mill, who donated the prizes
Funeral services wil# be held that made the party the sucThursday (today) at 1 p. m. from
Interment
the Davis Funeral Home in Thom Rockland officiating.
aston. with Rev. George H. Wood was in Woodbine Cemetery in
of Rockland officiating. Entomb Ellsworth.
ment will be in Village Cemetery,
Thomaston.

He is survived by his wife. Mrs. with
Clara Turner, of Gardiner; three
sons. Alfred of Washington. T/Sgt. I
Wilfred Turner, stationed in Okinawa
and A 2/c Granville R. |

NOW 3975

*”’o°

She was a member of Miriam
Sebeka h Lodge of Roekland.
Besides her husband, she is sur
vived by several nieces and
nephews.

j

Turner stationed at Maxwell Air I
Force Base in Alabama and a I
daughter. Mrs. Joseph Foster, of |
Gardiner.
Funeral services were held Sun
day from the Staples Funeral
Home in Gardiner. Interment in '
the spring in the family lot in •
I Washington.

HU

OPEN A CONVENIENT EASY-PAY ACCOUNT!

10 OUR CUSTOMIRS WITH
SHCll FURNACE Oil

A. C. McLoon & Co.
MoLOON’8 WHAKF

TEL. BI
T0A71Th4J

West Virginia., leading U.S. pro
ducer of bituminous coal, ac
counted for nearly 30 per cent of
total 1954 output of 392 000 000
tons.

MONEY IN 1 DAY
Choose your own way to re
pay . . . Take up to 24 months.

Tfaftt Ot(tf

"Lite insurance at no additional cost ihroujh the
John Hancock Mutual Lite Insurance Company.'

or other plans

PUBLIC LOAN

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND

Phone: 1720

359 Main Street

of

U. S. NO. 1

ROCKLAND

THREE WINNERS EACH WEEK
$10.00 Worth of Groceries of Their Own Choice to Each

Winner.

Drawings Held Saturday at 4.00 p. m.

LAST WEEK'S WINNERS WERE:

I

SILAS CURTIS
MRS. CHARLES DRYSDALE I
MARY GLIDDEN
112 Pleasant St, Rockland! 106 Beech St., Rockland | New County Rd., Rockland

:ed

"fi

HAMS>«- 3!ft. iui||
9k
kin
<f f
SAUSAGE ISIk PI
)RKT1 5L
4
STEAK 69;b. )LE HADDOCK » 5k
PORK

best
CENTER
CUTS
■ ’

1 Ib. roll

CUBED OR TENDERIZED

,H CAUGHT

SS

! IIMIDIIDP
| nflBIDUlIU

all
beef

q
v

79c FBIINKS SMILESS 3

lbs
for

|eggs .

LARGE

IlNORAItKn)

ONE PIE CHICKEN 29'

I

69c

doz. 4!5c

SPRY 31b. can 85c BEANS

M^‘r\'\27'95

Healing oil Morage lank
eoriosion & rust inhibitor

Mrs. Dorothy Hetherington of
Winthrop. Mass., was a weekend
guest of Mrs. Delia Hastings.
Mrs. W. H. Crowell entertained
the Bridge Club Monday evening.
A large group of ladies was
present at the meeting of the Wal
doboro Women’s Club Tuesday
afternoon when James Webber
and group entertained wi|h an
“Afternoon in Music.” The hos
tesses were Katherine Dow. Helen
Dow.
Elinor
Forbes.
Marie
Weeks. Delia Hastings, Esther
Vanderpool. The thought of the
day was by Marie Weeks At the
next meeting Feb. 7, the guest
speaker will be Charles Rawlings.

SIMPLY REGISTER YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

MRS. MAY NORA JONES
Mrs. May Nora Jones, 71. wife
of Maurice Jones of Clark Island. I
died Tuesday at Portland after a ,
long illness.
Mrs. Jones was horn at Nova

,o,„,

Staples

Mrs. Harold Benner of Belmont,
Mass., has been a guest of her
sister, Mrs. Albert Riley.
Mrs. Louis Martin has returned
from the Maine General Hospi
tal, Portland.
Guy and Anthony Abbotoni of
the Waldoboro Poultry Co. have
opened a store and office in the
Ashley Walter block on Friendship
street.

FREE!! *30 °° Worth of Groceries

MRS. ALICE F. NEWBOI.D
Mrs. Alice F. Newbold. 69.
widow of Herbert Newbold, died
at her residence, 15 Grace Street,
| Tuesday.
Mrs. Newbold was born at
| Calais, March 3. 1886. the daughter
of Captain Charles and Martha
| Crocker Grover.
Surviving are several nieces and
nephews.
Visiting hours will be held at
| the Davis Funeral Home, 558 Main
Street, Rockland. Thursday, (to
day) from 2 to 4 p. m and 7 4o
| 9 p. m.
Committal services will be held
at Rockport, Mass., in the ’spring.

Wsonitor

Chester

Mrs. Ruby Walter Miller is
spending a few days in Belmont.
Mass., visiting her daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Achorn.

j25,j5o,5ioorrcoo

OUTER PARK STREET

HISS IIATTIE B. (U.IDHEN
Miss Hattie B. Glidden. 84.
native of Jefferson, died at a j
Union nursing home on Tuesday. ‘
She was born Dec. 29, 1871 in Jef- |
ferson, the daughter of Joseph
and Hannah Crummett Glidden.
As a young woman she taught
school in Union and East Union
She was a graduate nurse from ,
the Worcester City Hospital in
Worcester. Mass.
During World
War I she served overseas for 18
months as an Army nurse. She
was a member of the Baptist
Church of Worcester.
Besides her sister. Mrs. Lela
Haskell of Union, she is survived
by .several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held at
2 p. m. Saturday from the home
of her sister. Mrs. Lela Haskel!
in Union with Rev. Jesse Kenderdine officiating. Burial will be in
the spring in Coopers
Mills
Cemetery.
Friends please omit flowers.

w ?9-9s

Rev.

MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9261

LOANS

MRS. GEORGIL ( I NNINGIIAM
Mrs. Georgie E. Cunningham, 88.
died Monday at the home of her
Mr. Turner was employed as an daughters, the Misses Carrie and
attendant at Togus Veterans A 1 Virgie Cunningham. Camden
ministration Center, and was a street. Rockland.
veteran of World War I. He was a
Mrs. Cunningham was formerly
member of Smith & Wiley Ameri of Bath.
can Legion Post in Augusta, and
Funeral services were held Wedof the Whitefield Fish and Gam« day at 1 p. m. from the Gilbert C.
Association.
Laite Funeral Home in Camden

R fes s e s

Rea 59.75 Value

WALDOBORO

Eugene St Clnir master of Mt

i the Thomaston polio fund drive, ' gunticook Grange announces that
has announced that $430 was real-1 the Polio benefit sponsored by the
ized from the Mothers’ March members of the Grange in co
I held last week,
operation with the business men of
Mrs. Lorraine Seekins has do
Camden and vicinity was a finan
nated to the polio fund the money
cial success to the extent of $625.
which was left in the 4-H treasury
Master St. Clair wishes to ex
after the group disbanded.
The Mayflower Temple of the press his appreciation to his com
Pythian Sisters will hold a stated mittee and those who contributed
meeting Friday evening at the in anyway towards the success of
K.P Hall at 7.30. Members are the project.
requested to bring children's! This year's program was suppb -

When making out your will re
member your church and y°ur j
hospital.

n n bus p rtiq G

Polio Benefit
;

Mr. and Mrs. Milan Jamieson
and family are occupying an
apartment in the Overlook house
on Main street left vacant by Mr.
and Mrs Theodore Koneliek. who
have, moved into their new home
on Lawrence avenue.
Nine members of the Cub Scout
planning committee met Tuesday
evening at the Federated Church
lo make plans for the Blue and
Gold banquet which will he held
t the church on Wednesday.
Feb 29.

The 1955 event

Earns $625 With

Notlcee and Advertlaementa may ba sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT. IUGH ST., TEL. 156-B

Famous KROEHlLR
,
Parlor Sets Drast‘ca'ty *™is' money-saving

i

cess that it was
resulted in $3C4

Camden Grange

Clayton

3,5OO 3-V. KroeWer
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Ta°kuEds

TOMATOES

3 for 55c
49c

BAKE-RITE 3 Ib. can 69c
CHEESPRED 2 A 69c
LUNCHEON MEAT ctw 29c | RITZ
ME. HUBBARD

Ib. 35c

New Cello

SQUASH 03c ib. CARROTS 12c pkg. CELERY HEARTS 21e pkg.
SOLID
ICEBURG

LETTUCE

10c hd.

I

A;.!..'/

I1.';'-

Social Matters

.................. i

Mrs. Charles McIntosh has re
turned home after making an ex
tended visit with her son and
daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
Richard
McIntosh in Bangor
where she went to make the ac
quaintance of her new grandson.
Richard Jr.

The Browne Club will meet at
the First Baptist Church Friday
evening for a work evening. Miss
Thelma Russell and Miss Annie
Webster will be hostesses. Mem
bers please take gilts for a sun
shine box.
Housekeepers for the February
circle supper of the Universalist
Church are as follows: Chairman.
Miss Jennie Brown! assisting:
Mr. and Mrs. George St. Clair.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Grant, Mr.
and Mrs. Sherman Daniels, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Marshall, Mr.
and Mrs. John McLoon, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Lcvensaler, Mr and
Mrs. Palmer Pease, Mrs. Ruth
Gurdy Bird, Mrs. E. C. Boody,
Miss Blanche Pease, Mrs. Carrie
Palmer, Miss Sadie Pease, Miss
Margaret Albee. Mrs. Jessie Avlward, Miss Delia Pease, Harry
Pratt, E. R. Veazie, Mrs. Fred
Snow Mrs. Elizabeth Partridge.
Mrf Clarence Beverage, Mrs.
Marie Keene. Mrs. Adele Lundell,
Mrs. Lucy Lowe. Mrs. Jessie Hil
ler. Supper is at 6 p. m.

Sixty-three members and guests
were present at the annual ban
quet of the Opportunity Class of
thc First Baptist Church held at
the church Thursday evening,
Jan. 26. The affair was under the
chairmanship
of
Mrs.
Anna
Bra2ier who had as co-workers
Mrs. Nellie Magunc, Mrs. Mar
garet Adams. Mrs Helen Pinkham and Mrs. Ethel Colburn. Mrs.
Colburn was in- charge
f thc
tables and they were very pretty
with decorations being carried out
in red. Special guests were Rev.
and Mrs. Edward T. Barram, Mr.
and Mrs. Ansel Young and Miss
Charlotte Cook. After thc fine sup
per. Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, class
president, called on Rev. Barram,
Mrs. Barram. Miss Cook and An
sel Young who each responded
with a short talk.
Mrs. Lillian
Joyce, in charge of the program,
led the singing of the claas song
and then presented Richard Jones
who showed very' interesting and
beautiful colored slides o| Alaska
taken while he was stationed there
with the armed forces, thus con
cluding an enjoyable evening.

The Rockland Hearing Society1
meets today at 2 o'clock with
Mrs. Freeman F. Brown on Beech
street.

A business meeting of the Rock- ;
land Emblem Club will be held '
tonight at the Elks Home, pre
ceded by a fish chowder supper
for Elks and Emblem Club mem
bers at 6.30. Mrs. Clara Miller is
chairman. Her committee is:
Mrs. Marguerite Kenniston. Mrs.
Minnie Smith, Mrs. Betty Guay,
Mrs. Adah Roberts.
Mrs. Flor
ence Grey, and Mrs. Marguerite
Brewer, with Mrs. Bernice Free
man in charge of the dining room
Directly after the supper rehears
al of officers will be held. Offi
cers are asked to please wear
white gowns. Supreme District
Deputy, Mrs. Lillian Thomas of
Portland will make he- visitation.
There will be initiation of new
members. The nominating com
mittee will be appointed.

The February meeting of the
Knox Hospital Auxiliary will be
held Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 7. at
2 p. m. at the Medical Arts Build
ing. Hostesses for the tek com
mittee are: Mrs. Gilmore Sou’e
and Mrs. Fred Bird.
Assisting
them will be Mrs. Stanley Taylor,
Mrs. John Stevens.
Mrs. Fred
Snow. Mrs. Al Plourd, Mrs. John
Low, Sr.. Mrs. Merrill King, Mrs.
Alan Grossman,
Mrs. Isidore
Gordon, Mrs. Ray Eaton, Mrs.
Kennedy Crane. Jr., Mrs. Free
man Brown and Mrs. Lyford
Ames.
Tile FEW Class of the First Bap
tist Church met at the home of
Mrs. Barbara Ellis. Oliver street,
last Thursday evening for a work
meeting. Work was done on quilt
squares for missionary work. Re
freshments were served by the
hostess. Those present were: Mrs.
Gloria Spinney, Mrs. Celia Pool
er, Mrs. Esther Ramsdell, Mrs.
Helen Snow, Mrs. Madeline Shaw,
Mrs. May Philbrook, Mrs. Gladys
Tolman, Mrs. Annie Ames, Mrs.
Maud Smalley and Mrs. Mildred
Hart.

Marriages Really
Last On Island
Of Vinalhaven
Wind swept and sea girded Vi

nalhaven must have a healthy
climate and environment which
encourages long and happy mar
Reg. $38.00 Storm Coats, All riages if a note sent in Wednes
Sizes and Colors, $19.98. SAVITT’S, day by Mrs. Patricia Duncan,
Inc.. Main St., Rockland, Maine The Courier-Gazette's island cor
14-15 respondent is any indication.
She recorded the fact that Mr.
For social items ln The Courier and Mrs. Angus Hennigar ob
served their 61st wedding anni
Gazette. Phone 770. City
versary on Sunday, and went on
to list eight other couples who
have passed their 50th milestone
- ANNOUNCEMENT in married life. They are: Mr
Your
and Mrs. Pearl Dyer. Mr. and
Mrs. George Newbert,. Mr. and
Singer
Mrs. Stephen Webb, Mr. and Mrs.
Sewing Center
Olaf Holmquist, Mr and Mrs. Na
than Arey. Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
IS NOW
Oakes, Mr. and Mrs. Leon San
TEACHING DRESSMAKING
born and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
.For Your Convenience ( lasses.
Poole.
Will Be Conducted Mornings,
Congratulations to them all.
Afternoons and Evenings.
ENROLL NOW
Limited ( lasses Only

Tke

Read The Courier-Gazette

(Vomuum

Skop

LINGERIE.SALE and HOSIERY SALE
WOMEN'S CHALLIS AND FLANNEL PAJAMAS, Sizes 32-40
Reg. 3.95-NOW $2.99 - - Reg. 4.95-NOW $3.79
NOW $2.99
WOMEN'S CHALLIS GOWNS, Reg. 3.95

0ftR©UKU

I over she put her head ln his hands
again—but her eyes had a differ
ent expression—as much as to
sav "So—you couldn’t hit that one
! either." I might add that before
the morning was over both dogs
who had been diverted by the
presence of other animals, fully
redeemed themselves by strict ati tention to partridge.
• • •

KMOXf

COUNTS

i

Sr "R. Waldo

In these days of rabbit hunting,
fox coon and bird trials, bob-cat
chases and the like where man
and dog combirtc to exemplify
their superior agility, judgment
and strategy in f’nding, pursuing
and finally treeing, bringing to
bay. slaying (or else chasing thc
living daylights out of) a select
few of our most nimble and cun
ning species of wildlife. I never
fail to get a colossal kick out of
such profound statements as: "My
hounds never leave a fox track;''
"My dogs are strict purists;”
"My beagles have blue-ribbon
lineage;" "My hunting dogs never
chase deer.”
Indignation is no word for the
demeanor of some dog owners
when the least casual hint is
dropped that their precious pooch
shows a vagrant interest in wild
animals other than those hc was
trained to chase.
Why. I actually believe some
fellers would readily admit, in
better humor, the possession of an
unfaithful spouse than they would
to admit the insinuation that their
canine was capricious to his inbred calling of hunting a very
certain animal.
Far be it from me to accuse a
dog of woods behavior unbecom
ing to his training, but believe
me. man's best friend often suc
cumbs to temptations that would,
if known, break his master’s
heart.
Some time ago a property’ own
er in Owls Head and I happened
to be talking about this and that
during which hc related an amus
ing incident that transpired there
during one of the fox trials.. It
seems that the day’ of the trials
he was cutting alders on his own
land beside a fairly large clearing
and as he heard the hounds he
assumed quite an interest in the
chase.
As he worked and watched he
presently saw various birds and
animals streak across the clear
ing. It was an exciting procession
that included pheasants, squirrels,
rabbits, house cats, deer, cows
and one fox. "Of course.” said
he, "thc dogs were chasing only
the fox. but the strange part of it
was four of thc dogs crossed my
clearing a good quarter of a mile
ahead of rcynard.”
What a vast variety of violence
is perpetrated on birds and ani| mala in thc name of sport—which
I reminds me o( the favorite sport
i of my old Granny Abigale Knight
j of Lincolnville.

Granny was a farm homebody
with little excitement in her life,
but she dearly loved to see and
hear a good “hot" cat fight. Any
tom cat Granny ever owned that
hadn't lost an ear or an eye by
the time it got to be five years
' old. she called "no good.”
Her sons once took Granny on
, a biiekboard ride around Waldo
county with other members of her
family. Passing through Liberty
1 village that day, Granny was
heard to shout from one of thc
back seats—"Whoa up Abner and
let me out—we just passed a
‘dilly’ of a cat fight."
I When she got back into thc
buekboard someone asked her if
it was a good fight. "Land sakes.
No!" exclaimed Granny. "My old
Grimalkin could have licked ’em

Tyler

both with one paw down a rat I
hole.”
1
Getting back to dogs.
Bill Boody and the Witham
brothers used to do lots of part
ridge hunting in South Thomaston
years ago.
They had the best of dogs and
theirs was a hunting coalition that
was co-ordinated almost with
clocklike precision.

I have always been a lone hunt
er but I met them one morning
in the Bassick district of town
and was invited to come along
ind watch the dogs work.

The dogs werc blucbloods and
devoted to birds exclusively but
that morning they seemed restess; and although Bill claimed
they wouldn’t chase deer, he said
the smell of deer in the orchard
we were entering made them un
easy.

Working wide around the or
chard thc two dogs finally came
to point near a big spread of
ground juniper and with guns
ready we circled the patch at
easy range. "Funny place for a
partridge"
said Bill
as
we
closed in.
Just as hc was about to urge
the dogs on. one of them brok’point and a ]>oreupine lumbered
out of the brush and started
across a stone wall. We rested
our guns as Bill spoke to thc dis
tracted dog. who seemed inclined
to want to jump the "quill pig."
At the sound of Bill’s voice the
other dog jumped into the far end
ol the prickly juniper and two
partridge flushed almost into our
faces.
Guns were swung up and safe
ties snapped off but it was too
late—only Bill’s gun followed thc
last bird out of sight and both
birds got away.
Most disappointed of all has the
setter who hud ignored the por
cupine and sprung the birds. She
came over to Bill most dejectedly
and pul her face between his two
hands as he stopped to greet her.
Looking him twilefuily in the eye
for a full minute she could well
have said: "Is that thc best you
can do?”
With a pat on the head for re
assurance she made a bee line
into Snowdeal's field, and we were
surprised to hear her barking.
Round and round she ran—her
voice at one end of the field and
then the other. In another minute
the brush cracked at the edge of
the orchard and amid a shower
of flying turf and dried leaves a
big buck came belting across the
orchard with the setter in close
pursuit. Everyone shouted and
the little setter quit the deer and
ran up to Bill.
Throwing herself before his feet
she lav on her back with her legs
in the air and looked at him up
side down as she rolled from side
to side.
He regarded her delight with
sternness and after the show was

Thc question of sportsmanship '
in various kinds of hunting will j
always start an argument. Ad
vanced sportsmen claim it is
wasteful to hunt without dogs because of thc loss of wounded
game.
Others claim that the odds are
more even if man hunts alone.,
that sloppy shooters wound game,
and marking downed game within
the sure and effective range of
your firearm results in no loss if
you’re a good hunter.
Dogs have become invaluable
to some hunters. Others claim
the sport has been desecrated by j
man’s admission that he can’t
hunt without them. Who deserves
the credit for the dead bird or
animal in your possession, the
dog or the hunter?
Likely as
not without the dog you would
never have seen your prey.
It's the viewpoint of course.
Actually the dog is the hunteT—
you are merely the shooter. The
odds in such a ease are two
against one which sadly upsets
the
confirmed
rudiments
of
sportsmanship.
You
wouldn’t
watch a wrestling match or a
fight if the combatants were pit
ted two against one—it wouldn’t
be fair you’d say.
Within a year I have seen six
men after one deer—that’s odds
you wouldn’t lower yourself to
watch on TV. Actually odds will
nevef be even in hunting until
our wildlife carry rifles and guns,
and learn to shoot back.
» » *
One of the mast exclusive hunts
I ever joined was along thc rock
shores of Beauchamp Point in
Rockport well over 40 years ago.
A man by the name of Carver—
I think he
was
nicknamed
"Cubby”—had a rather small
black "mutt." (at least that's
what he called it) that he had
trained to hunt mink.
I had roamed Beauchamp since
I wore short pants and had never
seen a mink there until that day,
so the dog really knew his busi
ness, for we came across several
along the Gilbert-Ohatfield-Hoffer
shore.
If you like thrilling action with
plenty of blood, just try mink !
hunting sometime. I should say j

the dog was part spaniel, part
fox terrier and mostly eel, for hc
could wiggle himself into a hole
incredibly small among the ledges
and rocks and often had to be
dragged out by the heels.
Well—we hadn't been on the
shore long before "mutt" corn- I
ered a mink; and when a mink is !
really cornered he ain't no wilted
geranium. Cubby and I runs up j
to the dog who is digging fran
tically before a deep crevice in
solid ledge, and for full half an j
hour we poked and pried and tried j
everything to get the mink out 1
while the dog wore out his foot- !
pads and toe nails scratching at '
the opening.
Presently the dog gave a fierce !
lunge at the opening with his head
turned sidewise and managed to
wiggle all but his hindquarters
into thc crevice. His hind feet
werc high off the ground but his
head and forefeet were hanging
down inside and in this position
hc was suddenly attacked by thc
mink.
The din was terrific—the mink
screeched, the dog yelped and
barked as he broke the mink’s
hold and we danced around like a
couple of Indians yelling encour
agement to the dog. Five minutes
of this and things suddenly be
came quiet.
Thc dog was draped through
the opening like a wrung-out dish
rag. Blood commenced to show
at the cracks near the crevice
opening. We knew the dog wasn’t
dead because he panted even, but

Begin with
your skin //
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FOR QUALITY AND $AVINGS

WOMEN'S BRUSHED RAYON GOWNS,
Sizes 34 to 40 Reg. 4.95 and 5.50

NOW $3.89

WOMEN'S NYLON SUPS, Sizes 32 to 44

$1. DISCOUNT

WOMEN'S COTTON BRIEFS AND STEP-INS,
Reg. Price 79c and LOO
NOW 67c Pr.

RAYON PANTIES * STEP-INS - BAND LEGS • BRIEFS
Reg. 79c-NOW 67c - - Reg. 1.00“ NOW 89c
IRR. NYLON HOSE, All Sizes
68c pr. - 2 pr. for $1.35
LADIES' NYLON HOSE, Berkshire,
15d„ 60g., Reg. 1.50 pr.
LADIES' NYLON HOSE, Thread of Life,
51g., 15d., Reg. 1.15

NOW $U9

NOW 93c

ODD LOTS OF FLEXEES GIRDLES, Reg. 8.95,

NOW $4.89

CLEARANCE SALE PRICES ON LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S
COATS, DRESSES, SKIRTS, SNOW SUITS, WINTER JACKETS
ODD LOT SHIP'N SHORE BLOUSES-Sizes 32 to 40
Reg. 2.98 Blouses
NOW $2.29
Reg. 3.98 Blouses
NOW $2.99

HASKELL & CORTHELL
DIAL 481

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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CAMDEN, MAINE

Trade at Carr's

closTngstore

WHERE YOU SAVE $ $
KAGIX) 1st QUALITY PAINT
White and All Colors
Gals. $3.99 lo $4.7S
A FREE PAINT ROLLER and
TRAY WITH EACH GALLON
Qts., White and AU Colors
$1.10

to

$1.25

A FREE 2 IN. NYLON BRUSH
WITH EACH 2 QT. PURCHASE
A NEW SHIPMENT OF
SPRING W ALLPAPERS
HAS ARRIVED
Single Roll As Low As 13c
ALSO BUNDLE LOTS
All Tied Up Including Borders
8 Single Rolls and 16 Yds.
Border As lx>« As $1.69

SELLING AU MATERIALS AT^
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

soys Fred Allen

Here's cold - weather underwear
you'll really “cotton" to — it can't
itch! Peel... and compare! Mod
em 2-layer Duofold puts all the
wool in the outer layer, away from
your skin — nothing but soft cot
ton touches you! For more warmth
outdoors, more comfort indoors—
get your Duofold now,..

WATCH CHANNEL 8 EVERY
WED. NIGHT 6.15 to 6.45

Duofold

And See the Demonstration of
Dutch Boy's New Miracle Wall
Paint. Nalplex. 38 Colon, To
Choose From. II Is Odorless
and Dries ln 2 Hours.

HEALTH UNDERWEAR

Carr's Wallpaper

,and Paint Center
886 MAIN ST.

BOC&LANV

Including Tables, Beales, White ]
Enameled Sink, Other Items.
OPEN MONDAY
THRU THURSDAY

... R.dio and TV ptrsonilttv. author ot
baat-aatltng "Treadmill to Oblivion"

Purple Door

Remnant Shoppe,
416 SLAIN ST.

2-Piece

Haskell

FILMS DEVELOPED

Some dogs are fools for punish
ment and I expect that Mutt, tired
as hc was, saw the day's chances
of another good chase slipping
away as we trudged home the
back road into Rockport.
As we rounded the curve of
Calderwood Lane past the Hosea
Barlow place a cat and three or
four kittens were playing in his J
his yard.
“One thing.” says Cub. "my
dog never looks at, is a cat."
He hadn’t any more than got the
words out of his mouth when
blood spattered Mutt gave three
limping bounds and landed amidst
the kittens.
I didn’t know where she de
scended from, but in the twinkling
of an eye the old mother cat land
ed square in the middle of Mutt’s
back and secured herself firmly
with the claws of three feet, while
she lashed his streaming ears

Friendship
HELEN FALES
Correspondent
Tel. Temple 2-9954
Mrs. William E. Bramhall of
Rockland spent thc weekend with
her brother, Luther Wotton, at
their home.

Mrs. Flora Lawry is a patient
at Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bramhall
and family and Albert Sevenson
were dinner guests on Sunday of
Luther Wotton and Mrs. Genie
Bramhall.

Mrs.
Alfred Simmons
and1
daughter Alma and Mrs. Philip

with the other.punetuating each
swipe of her claws with a blood
curdling yowl that scattered the
kittens in panic.
Scarcely larger than the mink
which had blooded his nose, torn
his lips and died almost at his
jugular vein—here was ferocity
that Mutt had never known; a
ferocity steeped in the unpredict
able potency of mother love.
Thus they circled the yard sev
eral times, Mutt trying to brush
through the Barlow shrubbery
and the old cat riding like a Texas
cowboy on a bucking bronco.
Sad sometimes, is the end of a
day of sport.
When we got home Mutt was
licking his day’s wounds on the
doorstep — banished from the ,
sanctity of his home because of
his
"beat-up"
appearance —
shunned because he had broken
the faith <Jf his master, and all
because he just wanted to see,
the kittens run like a mink.

Albums
12 «xp. 60c * 16 exp. 80c

20 exp. $1 JO - 36 exp. $1JS
Fleaae Remit with Cota

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE

Corthell

P. O. Box 546. Dept. A.
BAR HARBOR, MAINE

US-M

DIAL 484
1

Mr. and Mrs. Carlton A Sim
mons and Mr. and Mrs. John
Qiusani were in Portland on Mon
day.
Ronald Appel, a student at the
U. of M. Is spending this week
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Waldron.
Theron Thibodeau spent the
weekend with his mother, Isabel
Thibodeau,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wood of
Billerica. Mass., have been visit
ing with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis L. Benner.
Callers at the Luther Wotton
home on Sunday were, Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Lash and family,
Randall Foster, and Ed Wotton ot
Owls Head.
Miss Roselyn Bramhall spent
thc weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bramhall.
Luncheon guests of Mrs. Leola
Rodamer on Monday were, Mrs.
Myron S. Simmons. Mrs. Myron
Neal, Mrs. Kenneth Thompson
and Mrs. Nellie Thompson.
Wilfred Burns is in Hart
ford, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thomp
son. Mrs. Nellie Thompson, and
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook of
Warren spent Saturday evening
with Mrs. Nida Copeland, in War
ren.
Miss Virginia Lee Carlson is on
the sick list this week.

Turkey is creating a new bitur
minous coal mining industry on
the Black Sea completely mech
anized from mine face to dockside and with a goal of 5,300.000
tons a year by 1960.

GREGORY’S
LEMON SALE
Starts Thursday, February 2
Real Bargains on Odd Lots, Broken Sizes,
Closed Out Merchandise from Our Regular Stock

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CORNER MAIN and LIMEROCK STREETS
MEN'S

MEN'S

BOYS'

DRESS SHIRTS

SUITS

HEAVY JACKETS

$3.95
$19.95 Values to 5.95
39.95 Values to 3.95
1.95
49.95 SPORT SHIRTS-Long Sleeve
TOPCOATS $ OVERCOATS
Values to 5.95
3.95
2.95
Values to 45.00
29.95 Values to 4.95
Values to 65.00
49.95
SPORT SHIRTS-Short Sleeve
DRESS PANTS
Values to 4.95
1.50
Values to 16.50
8.95
CORDUROY SPORT SHIRTS
FELT HATS
Values to 6.95
3.95
Values to 10.00
3.95
COTTON PAJAMAS
SKI SWEATERS
Values to 3.95
1.95
Values to 10.95
7.9S
RAYON or
Values to 8.95
5.95
NYLONPAJAMAS
AU WOOL COAT SWEATERS
Values to 5.95
3.95
Volues to 7.95
3.95
COTTON UNDERSHIRTS
ALL WOOL
Values to 1.00
.69
PULLOVER SWEATERS

Values to 39.50
Values to 58.00
Values to 65.00

2.95

Values to 5.00
SIWES

8.95

Values to 13.95

>5 °°

HEAVY JACKETS
Values to 19.95
Values to 29.95

DRESS SHIRTS
Values to 8.95 $3-®s

Values to 2.95

Sizes 8, 8%, 9%

Value to 15.95

SMAIL LOT
Orion or Dacron

WOOL HOSE

3 PAIR SKI BOOTS

1.

Values to 19.95
Values to 10.95

$10.00
7.95

CORDUROY PANTS
Values to 7.95

4.95

CORDUROY SHIRTS

Values to 4.95

2.95

WOOL SKI PANTS

Values to 8.50

3.95

WOOL BREECHES
Values to 5.50

3.95

DRESS PANTS
Values to 9.95
Values to 7.95
Values to 4.95

ALL WOOL
SWEATERS

Values to 4.95
Values to 2.95
S. $. NYLON
SPORT SHIRTS
Volues to 1.95

NYLON or
RAYON HALF HOSE

Values to 1.00
10.00
15.00 NYLON or RAYON SOCKS

1.00

SUPPER SOCKS
l-adles’ and Children’s

Values to 1.95

$1-00

Values to 1.00
.39 WOOL SHIRTS
LINED LEATHER COATS
Values to 39.95
20.00 FANCY COTTON SOCKS
Values to 5.95
COTTON DENIM SLACKS
Values to 1.00
.59
CHILDREN'S WINTER
Values to 3.95
1.95 HEAVY WOOL WORK PANTS
Values to 1.95
WORK SHIRTS
Values to 9.95
5.9S
Values to 3.75
1.50
SMALL LOT
COTTON FLANNEL
BOYS'UNION SUITS
WORK UNIFORM CAPS
WORK SHIRTS
Values to 1.95
Values to 2.75
1J
1.95
Values to 2.95

Values to 15.00

n

$7.45

CAMDEN, ME.

Well, sir—we practically un
screwed that dog out of the
crevice, leaving patches of hair
around the rough opening—and
Mutt never even whimpered.
When we got him out his jaws
were closed around the mink just
aft of the lore legs, but the mink
had died with his sharp fangs
buried deep in the dog's cheek
and it took some prying to re
lease them.
When the two animals were
separated Mutt gave the mink a
final shake and that was was that. '
During the rest of the day the
dog wore himself out chasing
other mink but this was thc only
one we got.

LT. WEIGHT JACKETS

i ax.

Bramhall were in Waterville, on
Saturday.

motionless — his

Values to 4.00

$7.95 ami $8.95

A

otherwise

hair was hopping wet from exer
tion and tbe strong musk of mink
was all about.

SUPPERS

2-bufci

One-Piece

IMM KLAND1
11-TATh-tff

was

ORION ANO COTTON
UNION SUITS

Values to 5.95

LADIES'
1.95

SKI JACKETS

Values to 19.95
5.00 SKI PANTS

195
CAPS

.50

1.00

DENIM CREW CAPS

Values to 1.00

.10

8.95 BOYS' DUNGAREES

1.95
Values to 2.95
Values to 10.95
5.95
BOYS' FLANNEL SHIRTS
DENIM FRONTIER SLACKS
3.95 3 Values to 3.65
1.95
Values to 2.95
MO

MANY OTHER LOTS AT
SAVINGS YOU'LL HAVE TO SEE TO BELIEVE

T uesday-Thursday-Saturday

Pap Mni
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Krowning Of Kippy Karnival Kween Saturday

Prin. Berndtson
Posts Honor Roll

Rockport Honor

At Vinalhaven

With All A's

Roll Lists Two

Honor roll students at Vinalha-

Rockport High School Principal
from the F F Richards announced the list
fourth to the twelfth grades, were of honor roll students for the sec
announced by Principal Charles ond ranking period at the school [
this week
Berndtson Tuesday.
Students with all A's were:
Tbe honors cover the third rank Sally Anderson, settlor, and Vir
1
ing period with first honors for ginia (Jlmer, freshman.
all As and second honors for stu
Students attaining an "A” aver
dent* with ranks no lower than age were: Carlton Farley, Joan
B.
Helves and Linda Johnson,
First honor students were: Del- seniors; Donna
Leonard. and
win Webster, freshman; John But Caiole Lunden, juniors; and May
ler, Roxanna Calderwood, Betty nard Graffam. Jr., sophomore.
Burgess and Janice Barton, sixth
Students maintaining a "B"
grade; Roberta Conway, Lots average during the period were:
Webster, Jean Estrada, Patricia Barbara Douglas, Byron Haining,
Dodge. Rachel Burgess and Diana Robert Nape. Joan Norwood and
Bruce, fourth grade.
Judy Rhodes, seniors;
Shirlene
Second honor students wars: Heath, junior; David Pound and
Harold Anderson and Mary Can Kenneth Wentworth. Jr., sopho
dage, seniors;
Dean Thompson. mores; and Charles Crockett,
Junior; Barney Oakes, sophomore; Clement Farnham. Norma Heath,
Kenneth Conway, freshman; Rob Gladys Kee and Judith Young,
ert Bennett and Kirk Anderson, freshmen.
eighth grade; Loretta Carter, Wil
Students neither absent or tardy
liam Wadleigh, Sharon Lloyd, during the period were:
Sally
Dora Tupper,
Lillian Philbrook. Anderson. Barbara Douglas and
Philip Crosaman, Elaine Hildings Herbert Stewart, seniors; Gail
and Michael Young, sixth grade. Alexander.
Stuart Farnham,
Photo by McKeon
Clyde Bickford, Jo Anne Poor, Shirlene Hoath. Donna Leonard,
Schoohwide balloting for the Kippy Karnival Kween opened yesterday with the voting heavy for all
five Kandidates. Above, in the downstairs voting booths set up for the purpose are several of the stu John Jones, Barbara White and Mary Lovejoy and John Robinson,
dents. Awaiting their turn to vote, from the left, are: Robert Benner, Charles Nangler and Donald Leanette Guptill, fifth grade; Don juniors: Maynard Graffam. Jr„
Deinmons. Ann Peterson acts as ward clerk checking off names while watchful Fred Wilbur, kween ald Young. Hazel Conary, Larry
Walter Pendleton and Beatrice
kommittee chairman, admits the voters to the booths. The kween kandidates are: (jgrolyn Snow, Joan
Philbrook, Barbara Marsh Busalacld and Harriett bevco. The kween will be announced and krowned at Coombs, Gall Carleton and Robin Thibodeau, sophomores; and Wa'Adalre, fourth grade
the Kippy Karnival Ball Saturday night at the Community Building.
den Chandler, Marltta Erickson.
Florence Frye, Norma Heath,
Janet Meservey
Joanne Morton, I
CROSBY CAGERS TAKE SECOND
"JUT" CROSS COLBY MAINSTAY
Nancy Munro. Greta Norbeck, j
ven's

Lincoln School,

Photo by McKeon
A group of energetic cheerleaders often strike Interesting poses during their vocal and atUetio
s rtyTKj. Kienaru saiminen, acttvltjes
Above, the Thomaston High School cheerleading squad la caught in one of those interesting
Janice Small. Rowena Twitched poses by the camera’s eye. The group are. reading clockwise from the bottom: Verna Wotton, Dorothy
Whitten, Captain Jacqueline Chapman, Juan Monroe, Faye Seekins and Co—Captain Mildred Young.
and Judtth Young, freshmen.

TILT OF SEASON FROM MUSTANGS
Crosby High of Belfast took Its 8(2). Mitchell 2; rf, Leonard 2(3),
second decision of the season from Hurlburt, Bennett 2; lg, Richard
the Camden Mustangs Tuesday son 3, Whitehouse, Leadbetter.
Period scores:
night at Camden as accuracy
Crosby
14 29 49 70
from the foul line accounted for Camden
8 20 34 50
most of the 70-50 margin of the
Officials Parks and Halsey.
win.
Crosby led al! the way but ap
peared in danger of losing the Wallace Posts
lead in the third period when a
Honor Roll At
Camden drive closed the gap to
only a few points. The Camden Thomaston High
drive stalled whqn .Mustang play
Carroll Wallace, principal of
ers began to leavit the contest via
High
School,
an
the foul route. A total of four men Thomaston
went out with five fouls and sev- nounced the names Tuesday of ,
eral others were near the danger , high honor and honor students for '
mark and as a result playing less
second ranking period,
aggressive ball than was heeded 1 High honor students are those
to stop the Lions.
I receiving 93 or above in all
The winners were paced by I courses. They are: Sandra Stetson,
Payson, Fowles and Barry with junior; and Malin-da Mills and
16, 12 and 12 points, respectively. Pauline Butler, freshmen.
Top scoring honors for the eve- , Students receiving an 84 or
ning went to Camden center Bruce above are: Priscilla Ring and
Leach who dropped In eight floor David Stone, seniors; Paul Barnes,
goala and two foul markers tor I Connie Keyes, and Raymond Lud-I
18 points.
wig. junior*; Albert Crockett. !
The two teams were only on? i Blake Donaldson. Peter Gay, June
goal apart on pipits from the Kangas and Mary Ann Kiskila.
floor but Crosby picked up 2»i sophomores; and Marlon Davis
free throws to eight for the losers I an(l William Johnston, fresh/men.
to push their margin to 20 pointe.
-------------------In a preliminary contest, the , PORT CLYDE
Belfast Junior Varsity gradually | Marching
Moth8ra
tOllaeted

ranking period as follows: seniors.
Marjorie Wiley, tour A’s and one
B; and Dana Thayer, three A’s
! and one B.
Juniors, Tobey Messer, 4 A's;
Principal Edgar Lemke
nounced the honor pupils at War- Fay Chicoine, three A's and one
ren High School after the last B, and Judy Wood, four B's.

Warren Honor
Roll Lists 14

LOCATION

in BOSTONHOTEL

COMMON

OVEKLOOKONr I

f

-to
SHOWN® • THBATRiS
SUBWAYS - HISTORIC
SITIS - BUSINESS
DISTIICTS

MODERN * COMFORTABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS

Reasonably Priced!
CHILDREN UNDER 14 ... NO CHARGE
PARKING AVAILABLE

-fctesr

^°uraffile
A mw

apvintuu in

MUW4THR. BININO

Amazing Built-In Alarm that
"Rings to Remind You1
A Big Added Feature AT NO EXTRA COST

TREMONT AND BOTLSTON STREETS
IHOMAS J. WAUH. Ci.nW HMW*

17 JEWEL

,

/ '

Colby College Photo
Future M. D, — Justin Cross, Rockland. Colby's fine basketball
forward, has ambitions for a medical career. When not on the hoop
court, be can nanally be found In one of the college's science laboralorlaa. An ace rabounder, he could ba cooking up a concoction here to
make the ball bounce hie nay.

Justin Cross, better known to a week end for a time it appeared
a few days with his parents. Mr. j Colby basketball fans as "Jut"; that be would be lost to Coach Lee
and Mrs. William Heal.
to his teammates as "Red Cross' Williams' cagerR.
Ida Wilson was home from Hus (or generous two-point donations;
But you just don't double-cross
son College for the weekend.
Cross that easily. Under the
and to opponents as the fellow
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Balano who “Crossed" utf. has a yen to care of the college’s medical de
were in town recently.
partment, exercises and corrective
, be a doctor.
Richard Dunne is visiting his
In fact, sky-scraping "Jut" will measures were taken which en
parents. Rev. and Mrs. Harold enter McGill Medical College, abled him to return to action. Al
Dunne.
i Montreal.
following
graduation though he has not hit his former
Mrs. Ada Brennan Is at the Den ! next June.
stride, he hasn't missed one of
nison Nursing Home in Waldo
The popular Cross, who was a the Mules 17 games this season.
boro.
basketball star three years at
Coach Williams still rates "Doc”
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sorenson
Rockland High School, and, who Cross a major cog In the machine
have, returned from a trip to
played a major role in Colby’s last that may roll to its sixth State
Stoneham. Mass.
two titular State Series, has been Series crown.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Tibbetts
J a bit off form this winter.
The Rockland youth is Colby's
spent the weekend with their
Not too far off, however, be four-ranking scorer. He has tallied
daughter and family in Water
cause the "Jut" has plenty of in 34 field goals in 112 attempts for
ville.
testinal fortitude, as they say in
.304 average. He's even .500
Only one state—Tennessee—re-; MD language. On the second day from the free flip line. 28 for 56.
ported a rise in coal production j °F hoop practice, Cross bit the In rebounding, he is just one re
in 1954, a total of 6.154.000 tons, I floor resoundingly, hurting his trieve behind second-place Bob
The “Jut"
against 5.4(57,000 tons In 1953.
; t>ack Justin was hospitalized for Raymond, with 132.
can’t jet as he did during the
past two years, but the Rocklander still leaps stratospharically tor
those misses of opposing marks
men.
Justin was six-foot-five when he
entered Colby. And he's still six► “Saigfefaf's Bill Conselidetian Service showed me how to clean
five, but he has packed 25 pounds
up bills and reduce monthly..pajments that were too high. And
on a well-built frame. He now
then—in a single visit— Ouufdal lent me the cash to get a
weighs 200.
Fresh Start!" You, too, can get a cash loan in just 1 visit to the
Cross will be at McGill four
office if you phone first. Or, if more convenient, write or come in.
years before he interns. He may
leant $15 to $2500 en Signature, furniture er Car
locate In his home town of Rock
land.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
fi NANCE CO
Edward W. Cross of West Meadow
> ' »Q|M|
Rf » PERSONAL
ORMlRtt
PERSONAL FiNANCf CO
Road.

Jute tat it like any alarm <lo<k ... It ring, laufi gnd clear

te remind you whenever you need to ba remindad.
It's |utt like having your own private tecretoryl

With the Benrut Alarm Wotch on your wrist,

35G MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG. • Phone: 1133

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
Loans made to reeldenta to all aurrounJins towns. Loans aleo made by mall

One unloading machine at a
Long Island utility plant can un
load five tooa of coal a minute.

... or forget

you'll never be iote getting up

the time for your favorite TV show j(

hove a bus or train fo catch I

]| ,. .When you

a- . a

WE
GIVE
YOU

20

regardless of o,'.“ mole or condition

date with
SELLS EVERYWHERE FOR

your girl

’|^l ... on appointment to go bowling
LESS TRADE-IN-ALLOWANCf

. . . r-r-r-r-ring, your Benrus Alarm Wotch keeps

YOU

you on time, all the time!

PAY
ONLY

It’s a great watch ... ond a great value at $49.50,
the nationally advertised price. And when you take odvantoge

of our terrific $20 trade-in allowance, you pay

29

50

NO DOWN PAYMENT

only $29.50 — the very best wotch
WE TRUST YOU

buy in Americal

to bring in your old wotch when you re in the
ghbc rhtfbd
if it is inconvenient tor you to moil it in

PAY

with yew' O'der And remember, you con

ended my worries!

•

A Chinese writer who died al
most 210 years ago left the first
known written record of coal.

HANDSOME • SHOCK-RESISTING • GUARANTEED ACCURATE

*A TZemefiaal loan

IMTIMATI COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Eileen Sutherlend at tha
Hammond Organ

Jones, four A’s; Nancy Norwood,
three A's and one B and Marcia
Foley, four B's.

Give The World's Most Useful Watch!

pulled away in the second half to
fQl. po|)o Thursday night
defeat the Camden Junior Varsity , Those p<rt|c|jm|ni WPrf: char.
by a 48-35 score.
lene Field, I&adiora Banks, Verena Anderson, Phyllis Liltlehale,
Crosby (70)
Rf. Gurney 3(6), Hall; If. Rob- I Barbara Hupper. Amy Bracy and
ertson 3(1), Dudley (2); c, Barry | Enid Monaghan. Mrs. Alma Heal
3(6), Fowles 4(4): rg. Payson j served refreshments for the group
6(4), Nickerson (1);
lg. Dakin at New Ocean House
Sammy Jonason, clerk *t Sira2(2). Drinkwater 1.
mans l.GA. store, has left for a
Camden (50)
vacatton In F'orlda
‘
Rf. Dinsmore 2(1), Cain; If. Pit
Lionel Heal who attends the,
man (1), Fugel 2(1);
c. Leach University of Maine, is apsodiug|

Sophomores,
Gall
Chicoine
three A’s and one B; Robert Payson, two A’a and two B's; June
Stimpson, one A and three B’s and
Janice Kinney, four B's.
Freshmen, Nancy Starrett. five
A’s; Judy Weston and Dorcas

TRY YOUR WRIST ALARM
FREE FOP 14 DAYS

WEEKLY

J

See for yourself how umofionol this great new wal<h is if

don t wonder how you ever got along without it,

re,um it for full refund!

1.00

____•

Room M«d •• *• Mend WRIST AUBmQ. T$ii is • $49-50 votoe
ond I ogrw to pay only $29.50 plot tos, and rtcBiva a (wil $20
trade-in allowance (or «y old watefc.

MONCY-tACK GUARANTEE- If Ml cemptotoly satisfied, ( writ raM
watch within 14 days far compJeto refvnd.

a

4

222s
JEWELERS

387 MAIN ST.

OPTICIANS

ROCKLAND, ME.

ADDRESS

CITY--------

NOW LONG .

EMPLOYER
ACCTS. WITH L 2._____________
□ OlB WATCH (NClOStO

Q WIU MUNO IT

M

WHtM l’«

MW

NMOMOtMOOO /
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Sandra Lewis

St. George High
DAR Good Citizen

Uzzell Studio
Miss Sandra Lewis
Sandra Lewie. 17, a St. George
High School senior, was selected

as that school's Daughters of the

American Revolution Good Citi
zens candidate Monday.

Sandra an honor student at the
school, is the" daughter of Mrs.

Lorna Lewis of Clark Lsland. She
is a participant of the school car
nival and softball team this year
as she was in her junior year.
She is a member of the drama
tics olub at the school and also
on the year book editorial staff.
Sandra was elected Student
Council treasurer in her sopho
more year and was a member of
the Future Home Makers of
America Club that year also.
A commercial course student,
she hopes for a secretarial posi
tion after graduation and admits
that shorthand is her favorite
subject.
The St. George candidate is
sponsored by the General Knox
Chapter,
DAR
and
becomes
throughout the state for an award
eligible With other candidates
offered to the state's winner by
the DAR national body.

ROCKPORT SCHOOL NEWS
Sob-Primary—Mrs. Farmer
Immediately following the
Christmas vacation, the sub-prim
ary room took on the aspect of a
toy store as the children brought
many of their gifts to show their
friends. Sandra Macintosh. Susan
Salminen and Camellia Gray had
new dolls. Darlene Clark share a
new tea set with her classmates.
Sparky Erickson had a car which
was much admired and Linda
May Rector a pencil box. John
Schramm. Linda Kay Simonton,
Donald Frye and Stephen Allen
wore new wrist watches to school.
Donald's was sent to him from
Germany by his father who is
with the Air Force there.
On Jan. 4. the class sang
"Happy Birthday” to James and
John Hyssong on the occasion of
their sixth birthday. Each of the
boys brought a Teddy Bear to
visit school on that day.
The sub-primary boys and girls
are enjoying their first lessons in
the arithmetic readiness work
books. Another new source of in
terest is found in thc rhythm in
struments which the children are
learning to play under the direc
tion of our music supervisor, Mrs.
Winola Cooper.
We are sorry to have had Glenn
Andreys leave our class. His fami
ly has moved to Martha’s VineI yard, Mass.
Stephen Allen. Sparky Erickson,
John Schramn. and Carolee Hysi song brought winter pictures for
the class bulletin board.
Grade I—Mrs. Andrews

Harvey Bennett has moved to
Rockland. The class is sorry to
j lose him. He has had a perfect at
tendance record.
Our helpers this week arc: Rob
ert Spear, Paul Flaherty, Carolyn
May, Susan Compton, and Arlene
I Pettingill.
The children arc interested in
their January weather chart. Jan.
18 has a big yellow sun on each
chart following several rainy days.
For a class activity each child has
been making drawings to repreI sent the days of the week. Thurs

V.H.S. Polio Victim
Shirley Davis Is

Back In School

'

day, the Health Council was pres
ent testing ears and eyes. Harry
Watson’s picture showed a room
with children having eyes exammed. Tobey Crane's picture, a
boy having his ears tested.
The class voted those two espe
cially appropriate for that day.
Steven Desy celebrated his
birthday Jan. 18.
Thank you. Mrs. Beveridge for
a nice box of apples.

Shirley Davis, pretty 17 year
old Vinalhaven High School senior
and last summer Maine Seafoods
Festival Sea Goddess candidate
returned to school last week for
the first time following her attack
of bulbar polio in August.
Grade .'(—Mrs. Achorn
The girl was one of three in the
Many new dolls have become
family who suddenly were strick | daily visitors as thc result of a
en with polio. The other two cases visit from Santa Claus.
were milder.
Sharon Roberts who has been
Shirley was treated at the Maine absent two weeks with a sprained
Medical Center in Portland and I ankle has returned to school,
later at the Hyde Memorial Home j Nicholas Apollonio is 111 at his
in Bath.
home on Mechanic street.
Vinalhaven High School Princi
Mrs. Howard Apollonio was a
pal Charles Berndtson reported recent visitor in grade three.
that Shirley returned for her first
Eye and car tests are being
day on Monday of last week. The ‘ given this month. Vaccine shots
principal said that she would for polio were also given on Fri
probably graduate with the rest day.
of her class because of the courses
Sharon Watts played a piano
she took while at the Hyde Home. solo at opening exercises this
Prominent in high school activi I week.
ties before she was stricken Shir
Story books have been brought
ley was a Sea Princess during thc this term for our enjoyment by
1955 Festival.
J Janice Kenney, Carl Small, RoseI mary Barrows. Mary Jane Hallo
well, Shelia Dennison and Susan
i Umbergcr.
We sang Happy Birthday to
j Mary Alice Marston who cele

to Htftout goitM/

brated her
i month.

ninth

birthday this

Grade 4—Mr*. Gould

Robert Umbergcr has returned
from a week's trip to Ohio. He
has told us many things about his
trip.

Loren Bennett has moved to
Roekland. We miss him at school.
We have made colored maps of
the New England States. We arc
learning the cities of Ma!ne. To
day we had a talk on lighthouses,
learned a poem about them, then
made a poster. Each child drew
a pirture of a lighthouse and
wrote the poem.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

2, 1956

Linda Johnson

Beavers Pull

ENTERTAINERS AND PROGRAM

Rockport's D.A.R.

Late Rally For

FOR KIPPY KARNIVAL LISTED

Good Citizen

Thomaston Win
The Rockport Beavers, with
three minutes to play, overcame
a five point deficit and defeated
an invading Thomaston basketball
quintet 47 to 41 Tuesday night.
Both teams, playing a zone de
fense with Rockport front men
pressing all thc way, played a nip
and tuck game up to the last
minute.
Butch Farley’s baskets led a 12
point Rockport attack against
Thomaston alter the three minute
mark that brought his team from
five points behind to six points
ahead at the final gun.
Farley collected 20 points for
the winners while Bob Nape drop
ped in 15.
Thomaston's Bill Flint found
pay dirt for 15 points while Dave
Stone, usual high scorer for
Thomaston, was held to 14.
The Rockport lassies took a 37
to 21 contest from the Thomaston
girls to start the evening’s win
parade off.
Rockport’s Sara Simlnton found
the nets for 12 points and Sandra
Stetson of Thomaston scored nine.

Grade 5—Mr*. Peabody-

Donna Pierce brought several
beautiful pictures for our bulletin
board.
Dorothy Dow recently did one of
her top dance lessons for us.
The
birthday of
Benjamin
Franklin was well remembered
this month, both by picture and
story.
Grade five decorated thc hall
bulletin board last week. A winter
snow scene was chosen, framed in
blue.
Those who have been out sick
lately are: Kristin Larsen. Susan
Hanna, and Douglass Jackson.

Linda Johnson

A Rockport High School college
course senior. Linda Johnson, 17,
Grade ft—Mr. Metivler
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Cove, was
Want to take a trip to the moon, Johnson of Glen
Venus, or Mars? Experts on this j chosen DAR candidate, Principal
announced
subject may be contac.ed in the Frederick Richards
sixth grade. Science classes this Tuesday.
Linda has been an honor student
month have dealt with space,
Rockport (47)
planets and their effect on our for four straight years at the
Rf. Winslow 1, Wentworth 2; If,
daily life. A large mural at the I school and will graduate in June.
W. Farley 10; c, Nape 7(1); rg, C.
back of our room shows the Future plans call for further edu
Farley 1(2), Pound; lg, Jones (2).
cation
at
Gorham
State
Teachers
’
planets and their effect or, our
Thomaston (41)
daily life. A large mural at the College and an eventual career in
Rf. Donaldson 1(2); If, Melgard;
back of our room shows the education.
I c, Stone 5(4); rg. Gay 3(2); lg,
Presently head cheerleader, fol
planets in relation to the sun.
Flint 5(5).
Many students have contributed lowing four years participating on
Period scores:
information to be placed on the the squad. Linda is also a major
Rockport
10 26 33 47
sections of the mural set aside j ette at the school. She participated
Thomaston
10 22 32 41
in dramatics in her second and
for that purpose.
Officials: Flanagan and Gay.
During the period known as j third years and in a business
''The Rainy Week” our noon hour , capacity in that club in her senior
I Paul Jan. 24 in Fall River, Mass.,
activity centered around square year.
' whore he went a few weeks ago
She
was
vice
president
of
her
dancing in thc gym. Many stu
to visit a brother. He was a resi
dents from the fourth and fifth sophomore class and secretary of
dent of Washington 35 years or
her
junior
class
when
she
also
grades joined us and we had as
more and was employed by the
many as 48 dancers on the floor. took part in the publication of the
Lincoln Lumber Company for
On Friday, Jan. 13, and again year book. Linda is also a mem
many years.
on Jan. 20, Mrs. Chesley Crippp ber of the school chorus and the
Funeral services were held Frihelped the fifth and sixth grades business carnival staff.
' day morning, Jan. 27 at St. Pat
Her candidacy is sponsored by
to learn new dance steps and
rick's Church.
Burial was in
routines. We want to thank her the General Knox Chapter. DAR. Notre Dame Cemetery in Fall
for the interest she has shown in j
Rivetr.
our project.
SOUTH WARREN
Subsprimary patrol duty these
The Tri-county Button Club,
past weeks was done by Patricia scheduled to meet Saturday at
Simonton, Judy Karintie, Billy the Grange Hall, met instead at
Woods, Warren Milliken. Skip the home of Mrs. Charles Maxey.
Pound, Steve Wood, and Rene This club is largest of its kind in
Gagne.
membership in the country. One
In charge of thc flag were: Don- of its members, Eda Lawry of
nis Hamalainen, Skip Pound, Nor Friendship, was reported ill in a
ma Lermond and Sandra Upham. hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Page of
Winterport were Sunday callers
of Mrs. Marion Wood.
Appleton

Rockland FTA

Officers Speakers

At Belfast
On Thursday evening the Fu
ture Teachers of America Club
officers went to Belfast to speak
t« the teachers of Belfast and sur
rounding communities. The stu
dents explained their duties as
officers and told their experiences
practice teaching.
The meeting, a banquet session,
was held in thc auditorium of the
Miller School.

Other guest speakers were:
Photo by McKeon Philip Annas and Joseph Dewitt
Joyce Black, right, and Jeanette Cummings, left, demonstrate the of the State Department of Educa
antics that go along with their musical numbers. The pair are part of tion; Howard Bowen, president
this Friday’s Kippy Karnival entertainment program.
of thc Maine Congress of Parents
A full program of entertainment
"Mr. and Mrs. Mississippi”, and Teachers, and Dr. Lawrence
including vocalists and musical Nancy Arey.
Cutler of Bangor who attended
numbers are in store for the
“Basin
Street
Blues",
Pat the White House Conference ol
Education.
Kippy Karnival audience Friday York*.
The Rockland F.T.A. members
night in the school gym at Rock
"Kentucky Babe”, chorus.
who were introduced by their
land High School.
"Dungaree Doll”, sophomore
sponsor, Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin
The program will offer solos, girls.
were: Fred Wilbur, immediate
ducts, trios and several choruses.
"My Dreams Are Getting Bet
past president; Dorinda Coughlin,
Names of thc entertainers and ter”, Don Lewis.
president; Sandra Hardy, secre
the program were announced this
Roller Skating Act, A. Bisbee.
tary; Ann Savitt. corresponding
week by the school. They are:
"Darktown Strutters Ball ’, Jazz
secretary and Darrell Spencer.
"Way Down Yonder In New Band.
Orleans”, “Carolina Moon” and
"Are
You
From
Dixie?”,
Coal laundering is big business.
"Waiting For The Robert E. Lee" chorus.
At one of the most modern coal
by the chorus.
“Put Your Arms Around Me processing plants, 400 tons per
“Sunny Side of the Street”, J. Honey”, junior girls.
hour are screened, sized, washed
Black and J. Cummings.
"Side by Side”, S. Hooper, B. and dried.

FIRST

MRS. RUBY CHAPLES
Correspondent
Tel, West Appleton 3-14

Mrs. Raymond Keating enter
tained thc West Side Sewing Club,
at a chicken supper Friday night,
with Mr. Keating and Prof. My
ron Files as special guests. Pres
ent, besides the gentlemen were:
Mrs. Joseph Moody, Mrs. John
Brook, Mrs. Myron Files, Mrs. i
Eliis Simpson. Mrs.
Maynard I
Brown, Mrs. John Chapies and
Mrs. Keating.
Thc ladies re
mained for the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Murphy
and family of Belfast and Mrs.
Amy Esancy were guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Simpson.
Miss Norma Burleigh and Miss
Muriel Chute of Montville and
Kenneth
Fuller.
were
dinner
guests Sunday of Frankie Hart.
Prayer meeting Thursday night
at the parsonage.

Staples.
Dance. Madonna Fogg.
"Lazy Bones”, Don Robishaw.
"Sisters”, Flanagan and Flana
gan.
"Mobile”, chorus.
Pantomime.
Smallwood
and
Kaler.
“Birth of the Blues”, Linda
Ladd.
"Charmaine”, Jazz Band.
“Alabama Jubilee", chorus.
"Blues in thc Night”. A. Bisbee.
“Charleston”, Mary Soule.
"A Good Man is Hard to Find”,
S. Hardy. J. Pease.
"Dear Hearts and Gentle Peo
ple”, R. Hyland and B. Fernald.
“Swanie”. Janice Black.
"Down Yonder” and “Closing
Song” by the chorus.

choice in gas and oil...
Brand new or tried-and-true, your car will really hum with Esso Extra
Gasoline for ’56. How do we know? Because more motorists from Maine

to Louisiana have chosen it as their premium gasoline! One big reason:
Esso Research created Esso Extra for ’56 with D-FROST",

a special anti-stalling additive! Try a tankful today.

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Eaton Davis Is spending a few
days with his family. He will re
turn to Monhegan Monday.
George Cleaves has employ
ment with Cleveland Farm Eggs
Company.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cleaves
were in Boston Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook
and daughter Emily of Camden
werc supper guests Sundity at
Fran Miller's.

WASHINGTON

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Peabody
have moved their trailer to New
Jersey where Milton has employ
ment. They are located at Lake
side Trailer Park, Haledon. N. J.
Those from Fond-du-Lac Chap
ter, O.E.S., attending Grand Fam
ily Night ohserved by Lily of the
Valley Chapter, O.E.S. at Erskine
Academy recently were Mrs.
Chureh Notice
Madoiyn Turffs, Mrs. Ruth Boyn
Church School at 10 a. m. Sun-1 ton, Mrs. Marjorie Ludwig. Mrs.
day, worship service at 11 a. m. Connie Johnston, and Mrs. Al
Rev. Donald Ryder’s subject will bera Vanner.
O. >1. Paul
be, “Faith For Revival.” Senior
This community was saddened
young people will meet at 6.30
Sunday night.
to learn of the death of O. J.

LAST

word in dealer service...
Treat your car right - from the start! Drive in at the Esso Sign. For tho
last word in whatever service you need — battery check, oil change,
complete lubrication — a bright, clean, well-equipped Esso Dealer Station
is the place to go. There are thousands of Esso Dealers eager to help you.

Hot Rodders Get Safety Lowdown

pJo

The friendly Manger Hotel is just

a hop, skip and jump from

BUNKER HILL • OLD NORTH CHURCH
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION

AT THE NAVY YARO
Welcome to Boston’s newest, most

convenient hotel. Direct entrance
from North Station, adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 500 light,

airy rooms has its own bath and

radio.

FROM

$5.50 Single • $8.00 Double

Copt. 1836. Es»o Ido.

WORTH STATION BOSTON
FOR RESERVATIONS

Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire

Frank J. Hanley, Cen. Mgr.
Other Menfer Hetah in:
New Yerh. N. V. • m w*. 0. C.
Settee, Meta. • Cleveland, Ohio
Recbetter, N. V. • Grand Rapid*, Mich.

W A

Photo by McKeon
Member* of the Rockland Hot Bod Club received a two fold safety »l»it at their meeting Monday
evening when their gue*t» were Levi Flint, chief motor vehicle Inspector for the Mate, and Joseph
< oakley. representing A. C. McLoon A Co., who spoke on the company's current *afety campaign. Above,
left to right, are: Hersey Colson, Jeanne Stewart, Coakley. Bob Oxton, Bill Seavey, and Flint. Flint told
lhe group during hi* talk "more horsepower is not the cause of accidents. The drivers nre." He also

I

spoke on his experiences with the State Police and motor vehicle Inspection department.
showed the group several safety charts with tests for driving knowledge nnd alertness. .

Coakley

ALWAYS

your best buy!
For the biggest value in Happy Motor
ing, see your nearby Esso Dealer...
headquarters for popular Esso and
Atlas Products. Enjoy pleasant,
cfflolant Esso Dealer Service. Start

traveling flrst-claas today!

£sso
ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Raymond Dennison and Larry
BOOTHS AND WORKERS READY FOR I Warren Hoopmen
Hedaa each brought tool boxes THOMASTON TO PRESENT PRIZE
and the children named the tools
READING CONTEST IN MARCH
KIPPY KARNIVAL MIDWAY FRIDAY
Take On Lions
Sab-Primary—Mrs. Haskell
| birthday celebrations.
Larry also brought an unbreak
The class is enpoying their in able piece of twine made of nylon.
We have enjoyed so much
Reading parts for a coming school science teacher, and will
Friday Night
bringing our Christmas gifts to dividual clocks, which they have
Wayne Vose brought a farm set, prize reading contest at Thomas- i include both dramatic and humor
school to share and enjoy with the made as they are learning to tell Lorraine Young brought a clock!
Plans are completed for a twin
ton High School were announced ous parts.
I time.
group.
game,
and
Donald
Barbour
The following students were
hoop bill at Glover Hall Friday
Tuesday
by
Principal
Carroll
Wal

David
Sulin
had
the
most
100
Mrs. Gillis surprised us on Ron
brought Beat the Clock and Drive
chosen from a group of volunteers.
night.
ald's birthday with cookies, cup per cent arithmetic papers dis Yourself for the Game Table.
lace.
They are: Maureen Quinn and
For the second time this sea
played
on
the
bulletin
board
for
cakes, and balloons for each child.
Cristanna Stafford brought a
The contest will display the Shirley Beckett, seniors;
Emily
son the Warren High varsity boys
the
month
of
January.
Cheryl
We had a lovely party.
, Valentine express carriage to reading talents of several stu- I Fitts. Juanita Butler. Paul Barnes
will be paired with the Lions Club.
Nancy Low., our tiny talented Ellis came in for second honors, show us.
dents from each of the four classes | and Peter Melgard. juniors; Peter
The preliminary will match the
while
Lisbeth
Dow
and
Richard
baton twirler, appeared at a re
Steven Graf brought a tractor in a public assembly held some j Gay,
Blake Donaldson and
Warren varsity girls against their
cent show put on at Togus by Gra.v claimed third place.
and log truck.
Larry Hedaa time in late March.
Eleanor Brooks, sophomores; and
alumnae.
John Woodman deserves honor brought a dump truck factory.
Olga Lemki, WCSH, TV.
The readings will be under the William Johnston and Pauline
Girls wishing to play on the
able
mention.
Our January birthday’ children
The "We Are Neighbors" group direction of Leonard Osier, high
Butler, freshmen.
alumnae team that night will con
are Ronald Gillis, Jean Russell, 1 Room helpers for the past five entertained the class by taking a
tact Mrs. Jean Kinney Overlock
George Varney,
and
William weeks have been Howard Ed picture of each person, Mrs.
tributions voted by the Pine Tree
at CRestwood 3-2260.
wards, Cheryl Ellis, Maria Fowles, Boardman included.
Brown.
Cushing
Club, and the home room club of
Proceeds will be given over to
Francis Goodrich, and Richard
Patsey
Lombardo
brought
two
Grade 1—Miss Webster
Room
II.
made
a
total
of
$25.
the
Warren High Student Council
Gray.
Consolidated
stamp books, the George Washing
Harvey Bennett has moved here
Vice President Robbins made
funds for athletic equipment.
Grade 3—Mrs. Boardman
ton and Automobile Stamps.
from Rockport. We are happy to
the following appointments: Lau-:
The P.T.A. gave us a lovely
Cristanna Stafford and Caroline School
have him in our room.
rel Stone and Curtis Young, en
Christmas paity.
Radcliffe brought bird
books
Rockport High
Room
UI.
Our class had charge of the as
tertainment ; Lawrence Wotton,
Gary Demmons moved to the which are being used in connec
The weekly meeting of the Pine pass
sembly program on Friday, Jan. North School area.
wastebasket
and
clean
tion with our Science Unit.
Press Club Notes
Tree Club was held on Thursday,
21. We had songs, poems, and
Curtis Young, check
Caroline Radcliffe brought a re
Ruth Ann Johnston and Pamela Jan. 26. with Vice President Eu boards.
singing games.
desks;
Laurel
Stone,
tidy
shelves.
cord for the record hour.
Rank cards were passed out last
Kennedy brought dolls to show the gene Robbins presiding.
Bette
Those having birthdays in Jan
The meeting was turned over
Several children brought their class.
Wednesday. There were two stu
Laine,
chairman
of
the
polio
fund

uary are Mary Rapose and Steph Christmas gifts to show the class.
Susan Johnson brought her Pogo raising committee, reported that to Sharon Young and Arthur Ross
dents with all A's. Sally Anderson
en Lombardo.
demonstrated "Beat the
Each child told about his gifts.
Stick and each child tried to use it the drive had gone over the top. who
and Virginia Ulmer.
Miss Skillings has been teaching
Clock" games. This week's school
Mrs. Black has been working in after Susan had capably demon
Three candidates for DAR were
She stated that the committee reporter was Bette Laine.
us a song about "The Gingerbread our building and talked to us
strated. Mr. Ciaravino, who was
chosen by the senior class last
Boy." We have illustrated it on about caring for our teeth.
had sold 150 bags of peanuts, and
calling on us, tried his luck, too.
Room I.
Friday. They were Linda John
our easel. Rebecca Dorr, Charles 1 Officers are elected each Friday
that the dime cards had been
Gerald Newhall brought "Buddy
Mr. Crockett visited the school
son, Joan Hewes, and Sally And
Knight, Julianne Boothby, John for the next week.
filled by the student body. Conand his Neighbors,” for the read
last Friday and administered
erson. Monday morning the facul
Graf, and Robert Minott were the
Ronald Winchenbach brought a ing hour.
Cristanna Stafford Hall in third place.
tests to Grade One pupils.
ty announced that Linda Johnson
artists.
book cover for every child. They brought a very interesting book on
The following from Grade Two
was chosen to represent Rockport
We all enjoyed the story told us
Even though late, we want to were used to cover the arithmetic
I "Horses."
got 100 in spelling last week: Al
by Mrs. Borgerson.
High for the Good Citizenship
thank the PTA. for our lovely books.
ton Grover, Russell Jordan, Tom
Award.
Grade *—'Mrs. Wotton
Christmas party.
Grade 5—Mrs. Hill
Mrs. Borgerson from the Public
my Laaka, Virginia Olson, Vernon
The junior class is busy with
The class enjoyed the Christmas
For the unit on New England
Grade 2—Mrs. Rogers
Library visited with us and told
Shap. Carol Wood.
Photo by McKeon plans for the yearbook, the Tatler.
party
given
them
by
the
P.T.A.
the boys and girls each brought an
Susan Genevicz has moved to us the story, “Far Gone Island.”
Work progressed to its final stages this week on booths for the Pictures were taken for it this
Room II.
We certainly miss Robert Gene object symbolizing their father's
Thomaston.
I Each child drew a picture to ilKippy Karnival Friday at the school gym of Roekland High School. week by Favor Studios of Bruns
The
following
pupils
in
Room
II
occupation.
Joyce
Groder,
Jaynee
vicz who moved to Thomaston.
Bruce Harriman from the North ! lustrate the part he liked best.
Above, at work in the school's work shop are a group of students con
During the month we have gain Cummings, and Elaine Learned had 100 in spelling last week: Ra structing the large refreshment booth. At the top, on the right, is Arnold wick.
School has joined our class.
Bruce Murgita brought his hand
The juniors are also debating
Many lovely dolls, games, and propelled airplanes to show the ed two new pupils, Dale Harriman made an interesting exhibit from mona Ames, Sandra Sevon, Al Hunt who works alongside of Charles Roharts, at the left. Doing the
berta Spear, Buddy Maloney, ground work is Richard Elliott, at the right, and William Ingraham, on plans for the Seaside Wonderland
, from the North School and Loren these.
toys have been brought to school . class.
the left.
Carnival.
Marlene Harriman has returned Richard
Ross, Richard Olson
Chester Conary brought an in- Bennett from Rockport.
for display.
t
Final assignments for the Kippy I Mr. Morrill.
The senior class is anxiously
to
Tyler
School
after
having
been
Junior
Spear,
Marie
Fales,
Stevie
James
Lombardo
brought
us
the
Mrs. Borgerson entertained the 1 teresting book on a “Trip to
Haskell. Arthur Kiskila, Dougie Karnival booths were announced ' Roll 'Em, William Flanagan counting the days toward April 20,
book Tom Swift in his Jetarmine elsewhere for two years.
class one day last week with the , Alaska.”
Patricia
McKenzie’s
reading Montgomery.
which is the date set for the Wash
Kenneth
Spear, by Rockland High School this i and Mr. Morrill.
i Stanley Grover brought his to be read to the class.
story "The Three Fishermen."
ington trip.
During our study of life in the group made an interesting scran Nancy Orff. Bobby Stone. Beverly week. The Karnival will be held
Gloria Lord and Andrea Heal View Master and films. He also
Sophomore* Booths
The seniors selected their grad
entered their dolls in the Doll I brought and demonstrated a ba- Far North, Walter Conary brought book containing pictures of ani-1 Vose, Martha-Jean Wotton. Rich Friday at the school under the 1
Homemade
articles,
Adele
ard Genthner. and Donald Saasta j sponsorship of the students.
Show at the Public Library.
i zooka.
Ronald
Winchenbach pictures for the bulletin board. mals of New England.
Grossman. Alice Walker, Mrs. uation announcements last Friday.
Booth assignments are:
Elaine Learned is attending moinen.
Deborah Kaler and Nancy Bar brought a Burp Gun and Caps. Raymond Sikorski brought the
The Press Club, recently re-or
Hart, Mrs. Coughlin and Mr.
nard have brought surprise recess Several children learned to work book Kudla and his polar bear to fifth grade having moved to Rockganized, announced plans for a
Senior Booths
Barnard.
Slow Down And Live! The live
! land from Owl’s Head.
the gun. Dale Hussey brought his supplement our texbooks.
treats.
school newspaper that will be
Grabs. Rosalie Halligan, Joan
Popcorn, Bernard LeCroix and
Joanna Robartg and Lucille you save may be your own.
In our arithmetic contest Roger
Maria Fowles, Nancy Barnard, ukulele and promised to bring it
published monthly.
Philbrook. Mr. DiRenzo.
James
Grant.
Bruce Harriman, Marilyn Colpritt, again when he can play a tune on Dow is leading with David John O'Dell drew the easel picture for ;
Playbooks arrived Monday for
Hamburgers, Daniel Soule and
Bean Bags, Robert Shaw and
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
ston in second place and Dolores this month.
and Deborah Kaler have January It.
the preparation of a one-act play
George Johnson.
Mr. Bailey.
contest which is to be held this
Soda, Barbara Marsh BusaNail Driving. Wayne Lindsey spring. Competition w’ill be be
lacki and Mr. Littlefield.
and Mr. Bailey.
Twenty-One tween Rockport, Warren, AppleDo-Do, Fred Wilbur and Mr. Games, Donald Demmons and ton, Union, and Bristol.
MacDougal.
Mr, Bailey.
Mr. Palleria has purchased new
Darts, Dana Merrill and Mr.
Freshman Booths
numbers for the band and is
MacDougal.
Tea Room, Priscilla Smith, working to get the band ready
Tip the Pin, Robert Benner and
Marie Gardner, Miss Turner, for the many spring concerts and
C. Grant.
the annual Band Festival.
Miss Forse.
Junior Booths
The final stages of the basket
Ice Cream, Dorothy Childs and
ball season are now drawing near.
Hot Dogs, Sandra Strickland. Mr. Plummer.
Lee Dyer and Mr. Morrison.
Moxies,
Charles
McIntosh, Tomorrow night the Beavers will
Candid Apples, Sally Emery and Peter Stratton, Mr. Patchell.
meet for the first time the BristolMr. Hillgrove.
Weight Guessing. Robert Plum ites. Coming up Tuesday night is
Baseball, Richard Track and1 mer, Lincoln Johnson.
the big game with Camden.

TYLER SCHOOL EVENTS

If you need dependable current

income-invest in

U. S. SERIES H BONDS!

H Bonds yield 3% if held
to maturity—pay interest semi

annually by Treasury check

If you are one of the many investors who need to get
part of their income from a risk-free security, you’ll

find U. S. Series H Savings Bonds an ideal answer to
your problem.
With Scries 11 Bonds you have the important assur

ance that your principal is always safe, unchanging.
And your postman brings you your interest checks

every 6 months.
These bonds yield an average 3% per year when

INTEREST CHECKS ON H BONOS

held to maturity. They are always redeemable at par
after the first six months on one month’s written no

tice. (The chart shows amount of return year by year.)

Scries H Bonds mature in 9 years and 8 months and
may he obtained in denominations of $500, $1,000,

$5,000 and $10,000. The annual limit on new put-

First cheek (after 6 mnnthe)
Nest 7 MWuanDoal checks

chases »?20,0Q0.

For full information about U. S. Series H Savings

next 11 •rauazmn&J eoew

$500
Bond

$1,000
Bond

$5,000
Bond

$10,000
Bond

$2.00

$4.00

$20.00

$40.00

B.2S
oodi

12.30
each

•2.30
each

12540
•ock

• so
•och

17 00
aoch

•5.00
oock

170.00
oock

A 50

17AO

B5.00

170.00

Bonds, see your banker. Why not talk with him soon ?

There is no safer investment, paying current interest,

than U. S. Series H Bonds.

Fiaal eheck at maturity

Rage TweM
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THE HOOVER REPORT POINTS TO
WASTE IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
The following statistics an th»>
federal government have been re postage stamp on the "'you-knowleased by the Citizens Committee what” in the living room.
for The Hoover Report. They
Then to look at the thing in a
come from reports filed by the different sort of way
infinitely
Hoover Committee which sur more practical. I need only to reveyed the federal establishments fer you to the United States Gov
with an eye toward economy. The ernment statement that they anti
report notes a vast increase in
employees, federal operations in
direct competition with private
business and duplication of effort
by various agencies.

cipate revenue from some 1.3 bil
lions of dollars of movie-goers'
money in 1956 Not too bad a gross
even if not the beat in thc indus
try's career.
Thi n there's the good news that
just about all movie producers ere
planning an expanded production
schedule in thc year just ahead.
Movie scat makers arc reporting
a big increase in their theatre
seating orders this spring. Yes.

even the popcorn machine makers
have come out with a wonderful
new popper with soft drink attach
ment complete in the one unit.
They say they want to satisfy the
thrist that eating all that movie
popcorn
creates.
And
candy
makers look to the theatre for an
other big year of fabulous eating
as folks watch the big shows you’ll
be seeing this season.
Rogers
and
Hammerstein's

“Carousel** is to be released in
February.
Already the advance
screenings indicate that in Cin
emascope 55 (they film it on a 55
mm negative and reduce it to a
screening size of the standard
theatre size of 35 mm) we have, a
really wonderful step forward in
picture clarity and quality. I*’s
great to know this first movie in
“55” is the one they filmed right
on the waterfront at Boothbay

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Harbor and that the whole world
1 will see this photographic wonder
| with a Maine background. In fact
it’s a little trying for us to be pa
tient for our turn to bring the pic
ture to you. Just about everyone
wants to be “first” with this show.
So while we wait, don’t forget
to see “Naked Sea” on Friday and
Saturday. It is a true adventure
film of the tuna fishermen in the
•Pacific traveling fiom Panama to

the Galapagos Island at the Equa
tor and then on to Peru until they
get their quota of 300 tons of tuna.
It is not just another picture and
contains some very picturesque
storm, sea and volcano scenes.
For Rockland and vicinity it has
special appeal as one way or an
other we are all part of the econo
my, know-how enterprise and
courage of our men who live from
the sea’s bounty.

Advertise in The Courler-Gaiotte.
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Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

First Choice Used Con
ROCKLAND
616 MAIN 9T.
TEL. 7M
104-tf
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SHELL BETTER DRIVING QUIZ NO. 2

See How It Has Growfi
In 1910

e

The Federal Government cost
the average American family $38
a year.
The total national debt was
$1,147,000,000.
The total Federal budget was
$639,178,000.
Tbe Federal Government em
ployed 384.088 civilians.

Can you read these signs at arm’s length?

In 1965
The Federal Government cost
tbs average American family
$1600 a year.
Interest on the national debt
was more than $6 5 billion.
Paperwork cost the Federal
Government $4 billion.
The Federal Government em
ployed 2.362.142 civilians.

What It Looks like Today
Employer. 2382 142 civilian em
ployees; 2.916,000 in Armed Ser
vices.
Spender: $63 8 billion budget for
fiscal 1956.
Debtor: $275 billion national
debt in fiscal 1986; $496 billion in
in contingent and "moral obliga
tions."
Property Owner!
Acquisition
cost of real property-$40.8 bil
lion. Annual rent bill—$107 mil
lion. Acreage owned—one fourth
that of continental U. S. Floor
apace—equals 1.250 Empire State
Buildings. Personal property in
ventory—exceeds $66 billion.
Businessman: Runs 3,000 busi
ness and commercial facilities.
Capital invested in 2 500 in De
partment of Defense exceeds $15
billion.
Complexity: Functions carried
on by 1.937 major operating units.

1

...and these signs at 20 feet ?*

The Hoover Commission Found
Carloads of canned tomatoes
shipped from the East Coast to
the West Coast by one Defense
Department branch while another
ships carloads of the same com
modity from the West Coast to
the East Coast.
Twenty-five thousand pounds of
cement shipped by air to Ber
muda. An eight-year supply of
flashlight batteries on hand in
one Defense unit.
A 128-year supply of simple
gear drives in another.
Some 1.000 business type estab
lishments in needless competition
with private business.
New hospitals
rising while
thousands of beds stand idle in
existing hospitals. Waste of pre
cious medical and technical skills
already stretched paper-thin by
modern requirement.
Mountains of hamburgers and
oceans of ketchup stockpiled.
The Hoover Report gave Con
gress 314 recommendations whivh
If adopted would produce savings
of $6 billions yearly.
The Honorable James A. Far
ley, a member of the Hoover
Commission, recently said:
"To me it is not a matter of de
ciding whether to have, or not to
have, action on thc Hoover Re
port. Such action is a plain and
urgent national necessity. History
tells us that more than one big.
rich foolish nation has perished
because its citizens lost their
sense
of
responsibility
and
learned to lean on government in
stead of taking an active hand in
its wise and frugal management."

>J< First, hold this page out at arm's length and see if you can read the signs in the two top pictures. Then place the page in an
upright position and see if you can read the signs in the two lower pictures from 20 feet away. If you can pass none —or just

one —of these tests see your vision specialist immediately.

If not, HAVE YOLR EYE S EXAMINED
BEFORE YOE DRIVE

Strand Film
By Arthur K. D»nw

There’s really no sense in doing
a lot of worrying — ewpecially if
ane happens to be in the theatre
business!
Why I remember back in New
Hampshire, my old boas was very
convinced that the demiRe (death,
to you) of the movie business
could certainly be anticipated
within the next five yeans at the
most. This would have brought the
funeral some.whcre about 1945.
With all proper respect, he just
wasn't any better at predictions
than are most ol our weather re
ports. Along comes a few unex
pected breezes and the storm
blows right out to sea . . . and in )
Its wake we find movie theatres
putting in gigantic screens to settrfy the vast panoramic shots of
the Cinemascope and Supe'Scope
cameras. So that at the very time
a certain parlor-type flicker busi
ness is al! satisfied witb a 21 or 21
inch screen, your movie theatre is
*pening curtains on a picture so
Very much more exciting and im
mense that the only suitable way
• stay-at-home can visualize the
difference is to put

a

two cent

Like every good neighbor in the community, we are interested in
vour driving safety. That’s why we’re glad to see new roads. We’re
happy that car makers are building extra safety into today’s new
cars. But the spot where there’s greatest room for improvement Ls in
the driver’s seat. Better driver attitudes will make our roads safer

for everybody. If this test helps you think more about safe-andsane driving, it will have done what we set out to do. Try it on your
teen-agers, too. When everybody drives safely all of the time, that
will be the sign of a better future for you...for all of us.

A. C. McLOON & CO. fe® Sign ofa betterfutureforyou
W56

TAw aduer rise men/ prepared in cooperation u>ith the Automotive Safety Foundation

